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There are some typographical errors in this document; the more 
obvious ones including those relating to accents are not nojbed here 
under. The more important errors are as follows? 
Page 13. line 32 s "none instead of "non", 
Page 19, line 2 © "oral" instead of "oran". 
Page 22, line 17 s "a stated" instead of "as stated". 
Page 32» line 23? "25-minute" instead of "25-minutes". 
Page 36» line It "recourse" instead of "resources"» 
Page 53» line lis "French/Creole" instead of "French Creole". 
Page 53» line 32 § "Ministers" instead of "Ministries". 
Page 54» line 22 s "(CHISS)" instead of "(SCHISS)". 
Page 55» line 201 "Pompilus" instead of "Poppilus"» 
Page 55» line 33 s "perhaps especially French"instead of "perhaps 
French". 
Page 559 line 43s "ease" instead of "case". 
Page 56» line 4s "problems" instead of "problem"« 
Page 58, line Is "Papiamentu" wherever it appears reads without 
an accent. 
Page 68, line 18s "would" instead of "could"«, 
Page 70, line 26: "Legalisation" instead of "legislation". 
Page 81$ Appendix III» line I s The word "source" is to be éliminât 
Page 89s Appendix VII, line 3s "Marjorie" instead of "Margor:; ew. 
Page 90» Appendix VII? lines 17 & 21s "Habana" instead of "Havana" 
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"the large figures "shown in Appendix II as representing 
students" taking eompulsory Spanish courses and the 
actual performance of the schools is illuminated hy 
the' fact'"tfiai~€her© is a very low pass rate in the 
CH3K "examination® In 1976 one school entered 455 
candidates" and obtained one passj another entered 
600 candidates ©f whom 49*0 did not appear to sit the 
examination® The Draft" 1968-1983 Education Plan for 
' "Trinidad and 'Tobago originally specified a choice 
between Spanish and French» Later, Spanish was mad© 
"e6mpidXi6ry*7''arid French optional« However no 
arrangements Were in* fact made for the teaching of 
French in Junior'Secondary Schoolsf it haSj therefore^ 
not been taught in Senior SecohtTary Schools either 
' since ft "would be impossible to prepare students for 
"" "the IxCE O Level" in one or two years® The language is 
therefore taught only in some of the traditional 
(iaea age 11-19) school's! inTBarbados, a recent 
Ministerial statement announced that Spanish was to 
¥e the second language (presumably this meant the 
principal foreign language) of Barbados„ Nevertheless, 
French'is Still the main and best-taught foreign 
. language, and the propo.sed shift in emphasis has been 
.held, up-by-lack of trained teachers for Spanish^ 
'vi, The number of native-speaking instructors in the 
education'system has not'Increased,»' St, Lucia has 
"three or four, which is quite significant considering 
the size of the country« Belize is a special case, 
though a greater proportion of English-speaking than 
Spani'sĥ -speaking Belî eangs enter the teaching service 
in"the' first place® Trinidad and Tobago? a close 
neighbour of Venezuela^, has non, though at the Ktfl 
Campus in thatcouiitry all French and most Spanish 
classroom instruction is carried but by native 
speakers^ The Ministries of Education have no policy 
for the recruitment of foreigners for language-
teaching, though in Jamaica the OAS advisers to the 
Ministry are Latin American©! 
vil® The OAS has been instrumental (to varying degrees) 
in the setting up of Language "Institutes in Trinidad 
and Tobagof Jamaica and Barbados,» The stated 
purposes of the Institutes'are$ beside foreign 
'language-teaching services to government, business and 
the public at largef "introduction of new methods to 
the education systemf updating of teachers® competence] 
methodological research? and materials developments. 
The Institute in Trinidad9 though it was the first to 
be set" up 
(in 1974% has done nothing in its four 
years of existencê , and shows no signs of doing anything 
in the future,* It has had three OAS directors, the second 
of whom left in 'disgust; and has so' far failed to appoint a 
local" director*'"Tfaé'Barbados Institute is in the process of 
establishment® Thé Jamaican Institute? called "the Language 
"Training ' Centre » ' is doing an admirable j'ob? though in the 
teaching field alone«. It is competently and flexibly runf 
by "a 'Jamaican Director, within the-3M^&4o&ate -of 
Central Training~o'f the XJivil Service Ministry»" It was 
stàrteff in 1975 "with the limited objective of providing 
language training for foreign service officers as the first 
step toward becoming à Foreign Service Academy^ The OAS 
contribution inks .the first Director"' (the same-one who 
resigned from Trinidad in digust) and the OAS now pays one 
Counsellor and .arranges matching funds from non-
governmental agencies» The idea of a Foreign Service 
Academy is shelved„at least for the present, and the 
Centre provides a number of full-time and part-time 
courses in Spanish and" French for"government agencies and 
the private sector^' as well as English courses "for 
foreign (mostly Cuban) technical assistance personnel«, 
Tèàching and evaluation mèthods are effective and well 
adapted to needs« In some of the courses the American 
Foreign Servi®® Institute materials are useda Native-
speaking instructors are both hired locally and provided 
under technical assistance agreements by Cuba and the" OAS» 
Apart from these Institutesj ' and the Spanish courses run by 
the Bahamas Hotel Training School5, there is no language 
teaching for special groupsf and 
viiia In the matter of testing, no progress has been made at alla 
The British Overseas GCE Language Examinations were updated 
in~19?2 to comprise writtèn arid oral comprehension and 
expression tests® " However^ it is impossible to. design an 
effective oral expression test for administration in one 
country and marking in another country ^000 miles away® 
"Besides, a good school system requires different 
évaluation methods for différent 'programme's* and in any 
case an evaluation by periodic testing rather than (or at 
least in conjunction with) a single "final examinations 
For the past ten years or more the governments of the English speaking 
Caribbean have been preparing to replace the GCE with examinations set and 
marked by a Caribbean Examinations-Council (CXC) a This body has finally come 
into existence-and is proposing to administer next year examinations in place 
of the. GCE Q®level examinations in mathematics and history3 There has been some 
opposition, even among teachers^ to the CXC proposal to base part of the 
assessment in history on course work done and marked in schoolse This lack of 
self-confidence and continuing psychological dependence on outside authorities 
is a prominent and harmful feature of post-colonial Caribbean society*, 
It is not known when the CXC will begin examining in language^ and 
when it does? how J.ong. it will take each country to adopt the 
examination^ 
It is fair to state that throughout the English speaking Caribbean 
there is slow improvement taking place in language-teaching policy and 
practice^ but not sufficient -to make appreciable inroads in the 
fundamental ¿roblemiá of óutffioded ©bjectives8 methods and materials.̂  
inadequate teachfer-trairiing, and shortage of personnel«. 
At the same time there.is a growing concern among authorities and 
particularly among teachers; and almost excessive consciousness among 
the latter of their shortcomings! and a willingness to work towards 
change^ There is alsos particularly in the larger countries, a 
considerable and expanding infrastructure capable of sustaining, in a 
context of imaginative sub-regional co-Operation^, rapid improvements 
In the English speaking countries there was until 1973 no specific 
teacher-training at University level3 except for the l~year UWI 
Diploma in Education, which very few teachers possesgeda In..1973» the 
UWI school of Education in Jamaica and trinidad and Tobago initiated an 
in-service postgraduate Diploma in Education course of which."a number 
of graduates one now teaching in the secondary systems, These,, as wéll 
as BeA« graduates of UWI who have taken applied linguistics courses» 
have "some knowledge of methodology« 
The Dominican Republic 
In the Dominican .Republicj, the system is--somewhat lore flexible 3, 
and- in addition is in the process of reform^ Thera- are three levéis of 
teacher-training - the secondary'level normal schools produce primary 
teachersf awarding the bachillerato» Secondary school teachers obtain 
the Tpirofesórado after 3 year^ "of university study, or the licenciatura, 
mención inglés (or francos) after 4a In both these programmes there is 
instruction in linguistics? applied linguistics and teaching methods¡ 
in the first within a framework of general education theory, and.in the 
second within á" framework of literature, history and civilization^ 
the sfeédnáary school instruction in foreign languages is still, 
so far^ largely traditional& Only pf teachers have either the profesorado 
-or licenciatura or a di|ilfl>m& froní a priv&t® language institute® The Universidad 
AuttíSoma de Santo Domingo hañ afl eníolmdñt of 183 i¿ the iieeneiátttra and 122 
in the profesorado hut graduates only one or two students a year because of to 
open enrolment policy which makes for a low level of student achievement bn 
entry9 and a lack of resources which combined with the large enrolment lowers 
the effectivenégsj of audio-visual and audio-lingual instruction*, The 
Universidad National Pedro Hernández UreSa has no profesorado or licenciado 
programmes in language^ though it has¡ for various other careerss instrumental 
and technical English coursés, and French courses for law students« The 
Universidad Católica Madrfe y tóaestrá has considerable resources, but only a 
small enrolment® It offers in addition a three-year bilingual secretaries® 
course^ comprising 60 credits,, over three yearsj in English (including courses 
in translation and reading) arid commercial subjects« This course has an 
enrolment" of 75 in the three years^ 
An inter-university programmes sponsored by UNESCO, for co-operation in 
the formation of secondary school teáchérs has not yet come to fruition® 
Besides, the profesorado and licenciádó in modera languages? all university 
careers have compulsory English courses of various lengths and objectives 
(for example9 every student in Madre y Maestra does a 2-year oral and reading 
course 5 hours a week)« The total number of university students following 
language courses of one kind or another is approximately 9*500,, 
English is compulsory for all secondary students in the first five years 
of the old system^ while in the new system, either English or French must be 
taken for four years« 90$ of the students now in the reformed system have 
' ehósen Ettglfsh0 . ' ' " ' ; i 
Private and foreign institutions play a considerable role in the education 
sy$tfei% Private primary and se'condary, schools follow the curricula laid down 
by the ñátional education author!ties® Tjhére is also a large number of private 
language-teaching institutes of varying qualitys some of them teaching the 
language alone, some as part of commercial courses® The four best known have 
among them about 3000 students of all ages and one^ the Instituto de Esttidisjg 
Superiores, is recognized by the government as a University-level institution«, 
Thé US Govertimeat-nin Instituto Cultural Dominico-Americano has over 
5000 students in Santo Domingo and over 800 in Santiago,, It conducts 
the English department of one of the boys® high schools (Colegio 
Calasans) and in its other classes has 700 students below high school 
age« There is a fécülty of about 100 teachers« 
The Alliááé® Francai 
s® hhs some 2500. studentsj 60^ of them 
éesondary school children, • spread over a large number of levéis® Tb© 
kost advanced cóurs'és include literature and civilization and lead to 
' ths D±-|il$nS0 Mé 5Jaa&t»i3; ̂fetáí«©- fltíalifles the . • 
holder lor-ehtxy to the. Sorbonne The ss'eond year of. th® evel® 
The extent of public education is so restricted in Haiti that it is 
hardly possible to t&lk about its quality® Less than 10^ of the 
¡children of school ag® are accommodated in the education systems Apart 
from the lack of resources, th®| problem that dominates educational 
planning is that of the language of instruction (see Chapter VIl)^ The. 
content of the curriculum is very classical and modelled on the 
traditional French system but with few of its innovations in educational 
techniquesa Spanish and English are taught for six and seven years 
respectively at secondary levels English in all sections but Spanish 
in the modern language section onlys Teacher training is carried out 
by the Ecole Normalé Supérieure which is combined with the Faculty of 
Arts of the State University^ A Centre de Linguistique Appliquée has 
recently been instituted as part of the University and within the 
'frameworl of the Ministry'of Education 
There, are a number of private and Church-administered secondary 
schoolsf and in the towns a large number of private adult institutes^ 
including language school© and secretarial schools offering English 
courses» The only Spanisjh language sehool of any siae is the Institut 
Lope de Yega^ Thê Institut fiàitiaho-Americain teaches English and 
offers cours de recyclage for English teachers throughout Haitia These 
courses are practically mandatory for all teachers« 
Sufqïïamë and theNetherlands "Antilles 
The question of Dutch in the Netherlands Antilles and Suriname is considered 
in Chapter VII« Apart from Dutch? the languages taught in the Netherlands 
Antilles are English, Spanish^ German and FrenOhs, English or Spanish is taught 
in the last year of primâry school in the Leeward Islands® In the Windwards, 
ÏTiench may be taught instead of Spanish® All secondary school students must 
study one language besides Dutch® 
ftor reasons given ih Chapter VIÏ, many Leeward Islanders are fluent in 
Spanish^ practically all can understand it, and most can speak some Englisha 
The native "language of the Windward Islands"is English^ 
In the Netherlands Antilles^ formal training given to language teachers 
includes training in the language of specialization, though without great 
emphasis in methodologya 100$ of teachers are trained^ Methods of instruction 
vary: in the junior high schools they are traditional'brait the senior schools 
use* audio-lingual methods arid possess language laboratories® 
Suriname is much larger than the Netherlands Antilles and its population 
arid their languages are more heterogeneous (see Chapter VII)a English is 
compulsory throughout the secondary school system, and there is a choice of 
Spanish^ French and German during the first three yearsa However, there are 
not sufficient secondary schools® The University faculties which exist are 
branches of a Dutch University, btit mariy te±ts are in English and the Faculty 
of Natural Resources points its calendar in Englisha Figurés are not available 
for the number"of trained teachers in the school system, but the training 
provided is similar to that in the Dutch Antilles as far as levels of 
certification are concerned, and the Teachers5 Training Institute teaches 
foreign languages competentlyOne secondary school3 the Teacher Training 
Institute and the Language Institute possess language laboratoriesa Senior 
secondary schools teach both Spanish and English competently; the quality of 
tëacHiri§ àt "the junior" Secondary school level varies® 
The Andres Bell© institute teaches Spanish,»" The Language Institute^ 
created in 1968^ teaches Dutch, Srananf Englishj, Spanish, Portuguese and French® 
Enrolments are 26$ 38., 87, 6'4, 16 and 9 students respectively .a Most students 
are civil servants taking courses on Government timea Foreign Embassy staff 
study Buieh and f©E»eiga business personnel Sranan*, All courses aim at 
oran expression and comprehension,*, There is no evaluation of performance 
and n®-i8?£tten ' wOrkV All'"courses are part-timeB 
•All towp^d^llers speak gome Englishj and many people in senior 
.pë&'itiGâ£. in 'G®¥ernarëlît and' Commerce are practically bilingual^ 
'Cuba" • ••'" •' • 
The edusation system of Cuba is ' nmiqa& ia the Caribbean :for. •' 
breadth and boldness Of conception^ enthusiasm and efficiency of 
implementations rapidity, of results ands in spite of its rigid 
framework of political ideology2 the flexibility and responsiveness 
©fits"administrative'apparatus*, • 
Within the system foreign language has8 if not a privileged^ at 
least a consciously designed position«, This position,, along with 
that of all other subjects^ is based, at least as far as availability 
of çouïŝ is is concerked^ on the varied nêeds of students in relation to 
theia? major ffisëipllriès of study Or their daily jobs« 
The .principal clxar.a®teristi®s off. the Cuban education systems.of 
• -ilifi- iiioti&M® &®Mevemeat is 'dtps» almost c®rapl®t@ • elimination 
•fflf• "illiïe&&@yt àrêg ' 
ia "Tii® variety of types: of training available from 
. the secondary level onwards, and the number of 
.-|&©4i.tutions' spanning different levelgf 
":lia "file design of programmes of study to meet the 
méeds of specific branches of technology! 
iiia The combination of study witte pro du otîsee-t3®2»]k 
throughout, tha ©Meg/tie®1 sygifemj through 
"schools in the country si 0©'% agricultural 
work programmes for urban schools, work 
' ."• ' ; programmes for vocational^ school pupils"in 
institutes" deliberately sot up in the school's 
vicinity or even in the school itself» and 
combination by university students of study 
with work in the area.related to their studies^ and 
iVa. A massive Worker (ièes:..adult)". education 
•programm'® parallel to the; school system and . ••••--
©ulminating in the same university^levfil . 
institutions^ 
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The reform of the school system currently in progress involves, (a) along 
with certain curriculum reforfes, the division.of the primary level into first 
cycle (grades 1»4) and basic secondar^ (grades 5 and 6)? though without 
separation of institutiònis^ articulation tfitlt Various specialized branches 
of study takes place &% tftis" poiht& (ft) The creation of ideational schools 
enibomfiassirig grades 7 to 12, iaé» secondary and pre-university levels. 
The position of foreifsi language instruétion in the system, both old 
and new, is comple£a In thè school system proper, English was taught 
©oinpulsorily from grades 9 to 13, four hours per weeks In the néw systeft® 
JSn̂ lish and Russian are to be taught three hours a tfeet from grades 5 to 8 and 
two hours a week from grades 9 to 12a In vocational schools, additional 
elective courses in these languages are available in the various branches of 
study a . • • ' • ' ' ' • ' . 
English, Russian, German, French and to a lesser extent Italian, Gseeh, 
Chinese and Portuguese are available in the Language Schools which form part of 
the adult education system« There are twelve of these in the Havana area alone 
N 
and Others throughout the country® The largest has 2,773 students, and the 
total enrolment is over SOfOQO® The schools are designed for workers (in all 
fields, public administration included) who need foreign language in their 
jobs or wiio have chosen foreign language in their prógfàmmeis of adult 
educationa The Alliance Ìrangàise mu^t be numbered among these institutions 
since the students of its French courses are selected by the Ministry of 
. . . . ^ ^ 
Education,, which pays their fees,,, The Jose Marti School teaches Spanish to 
foreigners full-time«, 
Military schools teach Russian«, 
Various ministries and other agencies mount their own language courses 
for "their- staff according to the demands of their worka 
Teachers for the present grades 7 to 9 are trained at secondary level, 
those for grades 10 to 12 at pre-university and university level institutes of 
educations, The new system will phase out teacher formation at secondary level, 
and all teachers will be trained in higher institutions® 
I 
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The Institute Superior Pedagogic© de Lenguas Modernas Maximo Gorky 
trains language teachers and has l6l6 full and part-time students (the 
latter being teachers already at work)» The Escuela de Lenguas Paul 
Lafargue is a secondary level institutions 
At the University of Havanas the faculty of Arts teaches English^, 
French^ Russian and German^ and is divided^ in respect of each of the 
fields, into departments of linguistics and translation-
interpretei'shipa The liugdi-stic career emphasizes research^ Language 
is also taiight iii the department of philology (literature)s journalism^ 
scientific information and libfarianshipa 
The Eacultad Preparatoria gives 1-year intensive coursess mostly 
"in kussian* to students going to study abroad® 
A certain amount of teaching material has been produced^ and 
production is continuing as part of curriculum reform® 
Although foreign languages, in terms of curriculum organization^ 
are closely related to courses^ the range of institutions is so great 
that it is impossible to isay to what extent the syllabus and materials 
iip each course are adajpted to the needs of particular specialities, 
1 
In general^ it is claimed that the. objective is communications and 
that the emphasis in the earl^ stages' is audio-lingual and where 
possible audio—visuals, The trained teachers are very competent^ aî d in 
any case English has never been an unknown language in Cubas The adult 
schools suffer from a heavy enrolment and so cannot make full use of 
their audio-visual, equipment (the Lincoln School of Languages wi+h. 
2773 students has a laboratory of "only" 75 places^ while the Leniu 
Vocational School, with 4500 students§ has ten laboratories of 18 
place® each«, In addition, absenteeism, or rather the ratv o" a-V :-*9 
is a problem because many adult students have to travel it • ̂ r*.*-
of their work9 
University authorities claim that the students emerging from 
the secondary level have a better base in writing than speaking^ and 
that adults coming from the workers" schools have better control of the 
.spoken languagej» and ©an theïèfore be selected by an entrance examination,» It 
is fair to deduce^ therefore, that those who complete adult language courses 
for the purposes of more direct use of the language than University study are 
even more fluent, especially if: they aïë working* in a field that demands use 
*#f e v e ^ '"'"' ••. 
in a resent ë£eëch made at the inauguration of à vocational school^ the 
Prime'Minister referred to the need for ei^Méiz'ing the study of foreign 
language®, especially. English and French for the purpose of providing 
teehnieal assistance to other countries in Africa and the Caribbean^ 
Whether this me®ag that Russian mil/fee d^erijphasiz^d in tbe secondary 
schools (it #111 hai?dly be £)©Esibl#to makethreêl&nguagea compulsory) and 
feBtrie%®d t0' adult àttd "s^eéiàlized institutions is not knowna 
*" ' r ' ' •• • • . . . . . . . . 
The machinery for language-teaching in the Cuban education system is 
therefore extensive and varied® Its capacity to contribute to the development 
of languages-teaching in the sub-region as a whole will naturally be limited 
by the hèavy burden already borne by many ©f its components, but this 
limitation is offset by administrative flexibility and as stated^ and to some 
extent proven^ willingfiess to respond with concrete measures to the need of 
other countries for assistance«, For example, four schools for Mozambican 
children are being built in the Isle of Pin@®9 
Ill 
ATTITUDESf MOTIVATION, METHODOLOGY 
Attitudes and Motivation 
Concern with techniques and institutional structures alone$ however 
active it may b©? is insufficient to emsur® reduction in the linguistic 
harriers to international communication in the Caribbean or any other 
part of the worlda It is necessary to consider not only how people 
learn languages, but whya 
Motivation in learning^ and languages-learning particularly^ has 
been tentatively defined in a number of waysa By behavioural 
psychologists, as behaviour directed to sub-goals as part of a long 
chain of stimulus—response units beginning with reinforcement of a basic 
response! psychologically, as the tendency to homeostatic equilibrium̂ , 
or® contradictorily, as the need for perceptual stimulusa By 
1/ 
psychologists of language, it has been defined as a "cognitive drive" 
fed by the student's satisfaction at internalising new material^ or it 
is split into "instrumental" and "integrative" motivations the former 
implying an Urge to learn for purposes of jobsf examination or other 
external utiliarian requirements? the second for purposes of contact 
with the people and culture represented by the language studieda 
Motivation, instrumental or integrative!, is related to attitudes; 
instrumental motivation is allied with intolerant or indifferent 
attitudes to both language-learning as an activity and the particular 
language and civilization concerned! integrative motivation with 
sympathetic attitudes® 
Neverthelesst all motivation is fundamentally similar in that it 
relates to the chance which the activity (in this case language study) 
affords the learner to alter his relation to his environment in a way 
which is important to hima That is why motivation to learn oneBs 
>24«° 
*J first language is so strong as to be taken for grantecH® 
Instrumental motivation is considerably more common in language education 
than integrative motivatiorr^and in fact the considerable decline in foreign 
language study in countries where the most advanced methodology prevails is 
due to the shortcomings of language programmes in relation to the instrumental 
expectations of studentp^f This is why language teachers assume instrumental 
motivation and try to create integrative motivation by satisfying the 
'""cognitive drive" of students by imaginative teachings 
However, the concept of motivation loses its utility in educational 
planning in situations such as exist in the ^aribbean& It is futile to 
attempt to judge instrumental motivation when career opportunities for 
language students do not exist| and integrative motivation is a meaningless 
concept when knowledge of, and contact with, other language communities has 
always been severely limited, even for the closest of neighboursp 
In the present situation^ language-learning motivation where it exists 
can even be a force inhibiting rather than fostering development, since 
languages are not infrequently learnt for the purpose of emigrationa Haiti 
and the Dominican Republic are examples0 Such motivation is even consciously 
exploited, as for example by the Institut Lope de Vega in Haitij, which attracts 
students partly by means of the prospect of obtaining scholarships and jobs in 
Spanish-speaking countries® 
Empirical evidence of the primacy of the "why"1 over the "how" in the 
process of language-learning is not lacking if language-learning situations are 
examined» Quit® simply, if people need t© learn languaget they do? without 
being taught | but they are often taught without learning«. The touts and 
jy Hence, too, the joke about the little boy who, to the distress 
of his parents, never uttered a word until" he was six years oldj and then 
suddenly l)urst into"vitmpiratife compla^fM :aWatl lumps in his breakfast 
cereal® When asked why he had never spoken until that moment^ he replied 
that it was because so far everything has been going quite wells 
hustlers of Port-au-JPri'he® learn English^ and often other languages as 
wellj ihore fluently than the Ps?em©h in which thei± education was 
conduetedo The senior civil servant ifl Curasao or Suriname9 with a 
classical edueation and a ted&nisal gpeeialitys» speaks good English at 
needlj while hia counterpart in the English-speaking Caribbean, or even 
the recent IJWI graduate whose speciality is Spanish or Freneh, is at a 
loss to eosmnunicate the simplest ideas in those languages® The 
integrative motivation of the Surinamer is implicit in his belief that 
he is "isolated" by Dutchs another way of stating his desir© for 
integration with neighbouring societies« The citizens of his former 
parent nation^ the Dutch9 speak far more English than the British 
speak any foreign tongue£ and the Dutch are far mor© closely integrated 
into Europe than the British® 
In this regard^.it is legitimate to go even further and ask 
whether the Port-au-Prince tout might not have learned English less 
well if h® had been taught® The answer is that he certainly would9 
unless he had been taught it in a school for toutsf and a well-run one 
at thata 
Does the primacy of the "why" over the "how" mean that concern fo.? 
teaching methods and materials is futile? Deeifiedly nota Methodology 
is a legitimate and necessary concern of the tea®her9 and its purpose is 
to maximise the effectiveness of language-learning in given situations*, 
But to lower barriers to communication between nations® it is necessary 
to influence the situationss Thio aeana that? 
ia Programmes of technical cooperation must be conceived 
within a' context of psychological mobilization for 
internal and external co-operation in the service of 
Caribbean'unityThe only basis for such mobilization 
is the. prospect' of universal participation in th® tasks 
of national and regional development! 
i'ia • Language courses'must'be closely integrated with, and 
'their methodology'adapted't©j, the national ©r sub-
regional projects and programmes they are supposed to 
facilitatê , This implies great flexibility and variety^ 
fiì*"" The process' of developing -language teaching in the servicé ©f 
regionalism mast itself "be regionalized.« That is, there must 
"be' a' geographical rationalisation ©f research^ training^ and, 
'where possible, instruction in order to maximise the use ©f 
resources within the sub-region and those brought from 
. .. ...@utsid®f and 
iva The school system must be the foundation of all this*, It 
must'give everyone the linguistic basis that will prevent him 
having to start from scratch later, but without instilling 
the'"inhibitions that will make later, instrumental, learning 
outsi'dè the school more difficulty This means that in the 
schools the inculcation of enthusiasm and boldness in 
language-learning will be as important as course content*. 
It means that study of a language; as opposed to learning« 
must come later in the school system, and only for those 
whose career choice lies in the area of linguistic research, 
language-teaching or philology* It means a strong emphasis 
on oral competence, an intensification in civilization 
courses and student exchanges® as well as a policy of 
obtaining competent native-speaking instructors« 
Even in the- school system, however, ther® mu®t be a eertain degree ©£ 
adaptation of language courses to ar@ai of specialization, since the school 
system must (a) shift the emphasis strongly toward technical and vocational 
educations, (b) integrate work and study by bringing industry, commerce, 
agriculture and public administration into collaboration in the education 
process^ These are goal® proclaimed by both government and opposition 
political parties in many countries of the sub-region but so far achieved in 
only one country* 
Career guidance and aptitude testing must be a feature of school systems, 
and these are only effective in a context of full employments 
The present methodological and theoretical thrust of the language-
teaching profession in the world at large is in keeping with the needs of the 
;Sii!)̂ rep:on-a% ̂Key-fiavé' b'è'étì identified in this reports 
The behaviourist-instrumentalist approach of the 1950-8®, which produced 
much valuable contrastive data but was limited in its conception of language 
as conditioned behaviour and by its emphasis on form, has been superseded by 
a cognitive code=learning model« This model, allied with neurophysiological 
models of cerebral language representation, particularly a more flexible 
psychological image of bilingualism, and with concepts of language variation 
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and language function arising out of socio-linguistic research, has 
brought about a thrust in the direction of language-teaching with the 
emphasis on communication, through "functional" and "instrumental" 
courses - that is, courses designed to give access to information 
existing in the language concerned or to facilitate the learner in the 
performance of specific technical and professional tasks«, Several 
courses of this kind have already, .been published .-^and/or are in UFej,^ . 
evefl in the Caribbean? and work in instrumental and functional 
6/ 
language-teaching is proceeding —^ Furthermore^ one of the present 
areas of investigation of linguistics applied to language-teaching is 
that of "inter-language"^ which it has beeEyclaimed may throw light on 
problems of bilingualism involving c±eolesa 
Methodology 
Language-teaching methodology is a complex subjects, It is possible 
to describe a particular coursfe as "audio-lingual", "audio-visual"9 
"traditional"^ etc® but no such succinct description is any guarantee 
of the effectiveness of the course or its satisfactory adaptation to the 
needs of learners® 
Besides^ deeper-esasnintition of any language course reveals the 
-truth of the statement of di Ifietro and Bosco ̂ that any course 
contains a mixture of methodologies - none is "pure" in terms of its 
adherence to one single theory of teaching® 
Finally, courses designed to embody specific methodological 
approaches are often used by teachers in quite another ways material 
meant for audio-lingual or audi®—visual presentation may be given to 
learners for translation, and so forth® 
The questions which I attempted to answer to my own satisfaction 
in the course o'f this study werê , therefore? 
io Are the teachers conscious of using one method 
. rather than another and do they have a reason for 
using it?| 
ii8 Are the materials and their use designed fo3? th® 
particular course or programme or consciously 
chosen as being suitable to it?$ and 
iiia How good is the product (i0e9 the graduates)? 
On the basis of the answers to these questions, I have described the 
overall approach of particular courses or programmes loosely as "traditional" 
"audio-lingual", etc®, and teaching and materials as "adequate", "competent", 
"untrained", "ill-adapted" and so forth, rather than attempting to analyse in 




THE MEDIA IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE-TEACHING 
Utility of the Electronic Media 
Both radio and television have advantages and drawbacks as far as 
their use in language-teaching is concerned*, Radio is cheaper and 
programmes easier to produceQ Being chea|ner9 it can be more frequently 
used (daily lessons in a foreign language are more easily conceivable on 
radio than on télévision)^ : 
! 
Both require the native language to-be used to some degree^ but 
radio more than television^» Television, however, enables the written 
language, if not to be taught^ at least to form part of its battery of 
visual aids| and of course it is television, which can exploit the strong 
visual and motor orientation of the language learner« Conversely^ 
abstract relations not easily reducible to visual imagery are difficult to 
teach, as is grammar in any appreciable amounts,, Television can also give 
the authentic flavour of the country whose language is being taught^ 
9 / ideally by showing films of people in real situations ® 
However, if radio or television teaching programmes are to have any 
effect, they must be very accurately adapted to their audience in terms of 
the situations^ topics and conventions used - a consideration that must 
add considerably to the cost of their use« 
Both media have the great drawback ®f total lack of feedback^ so 
that if they are to be used as a aaj©r instrument in teaching programmes 
they must be augmented Tisy a great deal of s"sapp@Etiv® machinery - for 
examplê , broadcasts integrated into school programmes, exeroiseg and 
tests done by correspondence® Broadcasts wast ajso be frequent enough 
to cover the syllabus in a reasonable period^ and it must be possible to 
repeat the same lesson in different time slots (which may mean in 
different channels) to accommodate a working population ©f students? this 
is what the Open University in Britain do®sa 
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It must not, therefore, be imagined that television or even radio can ever 
be a substitute for a teacher or be used to overcome shortage of personnels on 
the contrary, considerably more personnel, and a wide range of skills, are 
invariably required for their use® 
It might well be, therefore, that for all these reasons, the use of the 
electronic media to teach language would prove too costly and too pedagogically 
uncertain to be a worthwhile undertaking for countries such as those of the 
Caribbean sub-region® 
It is nevertheless worthwhile to consider whether without too great an 
expense it might be possible to use radio and television for limited objectives 
and as supplements to existing language-teaching programmesa The requirements 
for such use would be? 
ia fiegionalization of the effort, to eliminate duplication^ This 
would require care in the elaboration of scripts and films so 
that they would remain equally suitable from one country to 
another| 
ii« Machinery that would bring together the expertise in all the 
fields necessary - teachers, researchers and media 
professionals! 
iiio Teaching for communication! 
ivs A reasonably motivated, preferably adult, audience (all the 
motivational factors referred to in Chapter III apply here)f and 
v0 Materials, especially television films, which increase motivation 
by authentic presentation of the culture of the countries whose 
language is being studieda This is not a contradiction with 
ia above, but it means there would have to be two different 
types of materiala 
Dramatic presentations are the least useful for this latter purpose, since 
the main characteristic of dramatic dialogue or commentary is its unexpectedness, 
and its consequent difficulty for those not completely familiar with the 
languages Strong contextual cues to the general theme and even the meaning 
of particular passages are essential, and these are best achieved by 
documentary-style programmes about life in the country in question, with 
language appropriate to the level of the learner3 Such broadcasts might even 
be successful if injected into the programming of radio and television stations 
for the benefit of language learners but without being keyed to any language 
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course or even containing any instructional material such as exercises 
or drills - merely, perhaps, a certain amount of repetition and 
moderate speed of delivery (such as is used in some of the Voice of 
America news commentaries broadcasts in English to Latin America)0 
In addition, the development of the entire sub-region is going 
to require wider, and, quite likely, more consciously controlled 
networks of radio and television communication within the various 
countriesa If the process is to bring results, education must have 
its share in the use of these networks^ language-teaching may therefore 
find its way in at less cost than it would otherwise® The use of 
earth satellites, such as is contemplated by the University of the 
West Indies for transmissions among the countries of the English-
speaking Caribbean, would facilitate educational broadcasting on the 
regional scalea 
An institution already in existence, however, is the Caribbean 
Broadcasting Union, which might sponsor the distribution of language-
teaching programmes, produced in one or two centres in the sub-region, 
through existing radio and television linkages® 
Existing Resources and Programmes 
The resources that exist at present in the sub-region are as 
follows; 
In Trinidad and Tobago, St® Lucia, Antigua, Surinam® and Guyana, the 
radio has been or is being sporadically used for teaching Spanish or 
English, with material prepared by the relevant agency (Schools 
Broadcasting Service of the Ministry of Education, etc)a In Guyana, 
the Brazilian Embassy runs a course in Portuguese on the radioQ In the 
Butch Windward Islands, the American educational television programme 
The Electric Company has been experimentally used as an aid to English 
teachings In Belize, the Schools Broadcasting Section of Radio Belize 
has Spanish teaching broadcasts for primary as well as secondary 
schools, with both scripts and support material written by a team 
composed of teachers from the schools« 
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In Jamaica, the Educational Broadcasting Service of the Ministry of Education 
has produced since 1964 television programmes for Spanish teaching in schools^ 
together with support material (including tests)a The programmes are prepared 
by the Curriculum Unit® In 1975, radio programmes began to be produceda 
These programmes are admitted by the Jamaica education authorities to 
have had only limited successs At first, they were designed as complementary 
to the published "Vamos Amigos" text (see Chapter II)a Teachers® seminars were 
held before the series began, but these were "inadequate", and teachers in 
schools tended to believe that the programmes represented free time for thema 
In addition, there were frequent breakdown of receivers in schools, and there 
was a chronic shortage of personnel for the preparation of the programmesQ Now, 
therefore, there is only one series on television, for Grade 7, and a new series 
on radio — dramatized folk tales in Spanish for Grade 7, designed to awaken 
the pupils® interest in the languagea 
In Haiti, Radio Lumiere presents orally, two or three half-hours a week, 
the content of the English courses of the Institut Haitiano-Americaina The 
English-speaking television channel^ limited to Port-au-Prince and, by economic 
circumstances, to well-to-do viewers, has an English c oursea 
The UNESCO Educational Mission broadcasts some very well-designed 
programmes for primary schools, the object of which is to achieve the pupils® 
transition from Creole to oral French^ Based on the work in comparative 
"10/ 
analysis of Dra Pradel Pompilus — a n d using the vocabulary and syntax of the 
CREDIF Fran^ais Fondamental, the series comprises 50 25-minutes broadcasts, 
containing dialogues, explanations in Creole, pronounciation and structural 
exercisess The radio is in this case meant to replace the teacher for the 
duration of that particular lesson», There are no texts for the learners3 but 
it is recognized that teachers' texts would be a help if there were time and 
resources to produce thema The main problems have been logistical - programmes 
ought to be produced two to four months ahead of use, but this has not proved 
possibles 
Three-day teachers® seminars have shown that the programmes are being 
used, and other evaluations will be carried out later® 
Similar programmes for English teaching have been used in Cameroun® 
The Cuban Instituto de Superación Educacional (ISE) has from time 
to time made use of radio and television for superación courses for 
English teachers» For the public at large, the media are being used 
for teaching Russian«, A Teaching Centre has been set upa to prepare 
and deal -with correspondence materials The course is of three l»year 
levels, and is now in its third year® Yearly tests are administered to 
the students at various language schoolsy and a Diploma is awarded® 
About 7000 students registered initially, and in spite of 
considerable attrition, several thousand remain^ Study groups in 
factories and other places of work have been formed by students 




PATTERNS OF SUB-REGIONAL CO-OPERATION 
Evolution of Caribbean Co-operation 
One of the most striking results of the Caribbean's history of 
colonial domination is the lack of contast between the countries of the 
region̂ , Every country has always had far stronger ties, usually ties 
of dependenee, with powers external to the Caribbean, first Europe and 
then the United States of America« 
In varying degrees, the countries of the region have suffered from 
the effects of plantation economies, unfavourable terms of trad®, lack 
of industrialization, and dependence on external investment by North 
American, European or multinational corporations9 Attempts to reduce 
these effects have been varied; in Martinique, Guadeloupe and Cayenne0 
political incorporation into the metropole? in the British Commonwealth 
countries9 first of all Commonwealth trading agreements, then a Free 
Trade Area and finally a Common Market; in Cuba, a socialist 
revolutions 
The CARIFTA - CARICOM experiment is now facing considerable 
difficulty related to unequal trade balances among the partners9 a 
situation that was inevitable as long as an alliance of partners unequal 
in resources was able to commit itself only to reducing trade barriers 
and not to serious rationalization of industrializations, The Cuban 
revolution has resulted in Cuban dependence on yet another external 
power, the Soviet Union - a dependence^ however, which Cubans would 
i maintain is temporary and different in kind from neo-imperialisnu 
i 
The major efforts at political and economic co-operation in the 
post-colonial period took the form of membership of the newly 
independent countries in the OASf the CARIFTA - CARICOM initiatives 
by the British Commonwealth territories and the current attempts to 
extend CARICOM to include other countries such as Haiti and the 
Dominican 'Republic| separate multilateral agreements such as those 
betweea Jamaica, Venezuela and Mexico on the construction of an aluminium 
smelter or between Trinidad and Tobago, Jama,i©a, Costa Bica and Mexico for-the 
foundation of the NAMUCAR shipping corporation? membership in regional blocs 
within world international organizations, the most tangible result of which is 
th© foundation of the CDCC within ECLAj and a variety of bilateral agreements 
and projeets for technical and other co-operation in education, culture, 
publi c healthy spòri'« ' ete^ 
There are also a number ©f situations of regular eontast such as tourism 
and seasonal work migrations 
The Chart at Appendix III sets out these bilateral contactsg in so far as 
they ®ross language boundaries* 
Linguiygis' Barriers'tó Co-operation 
Communication problems arising out of these initiatives tak® several 
forms* 
At the diplomatic level9 the number of conferences held in the sub-
region is increasing, as is the number of permanent secretariats of 
international and regional organizatiòns^ 
At the Government levels there is an increase in bilateral technical and 
cultural co-operation projeetsa Certain ministries and agencies, for instance 
thos® dealing With foreign trad®^ within particular governments are 
experiencing an ineihsas® in the volume of correspondence with countries speaking 
foreign languages® There is also an increase in routine documentation in 
foreign languagèsi invoices, bills of ladings etca 
At the level of bilateral technical co-operation, technicians are 
travelling in increasing numbers across language boundaries without having any 
knowledge of the language in which they will have to work® 
! " . 
!.. , . ... ,. 
There is, finally, a ¡probable increase in the volume of foreign-language 
correspondence of private firms, and of their contacts with people speaking 
foreign languages* The word "probable™ is used because this phase of the 
present investigation was only partially Successful« The questionnaire 
designed to -determine supply and demand for interpretership and translation 
services in the private sector elicited a very uneven response® Response 
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fj?om government ag©nei©S to the same questionnaire was also poor? hut 
in the case of governments a certain amount of information could he 
elicited in interviews® Appendix II give® such information as is 
available® 
'Responses to Commuhieatlon Problems 
Countries have reacted to this comples of difficulties both by 
resources to traditional solutions and by new but extremely ad hoc 
.initiatives®, Among traditional solutions is the use of international 
pools of translators, interpreters and bilingual s@eretari©g or the 
servi&es of individuals stytsh as school or university teachers or -an 
organization's own employees« For the OAS Foreign Minister^' 
Conference held in Grenada in April 1977, a staff of two hundred and 
twenty-six people was imported from various OAS offices to service the 
conference® In the GEPLACEA Conference held in Jamaica, interpreters 
were brought from Cuba® In the ease of documents, in most government 
agencies those which are in foreign languages are either disr@gardedf 
or used directly if the officer dealing with them knows the language 
eoncerned, or translated by private arrangements with people inside or 
outside the agency concerned®, A good example of this type of document 
are the UNESCO publications in Spanish from the regional office in 
Santiago, Chile, which are used, but not to their full potentials by 
the Planning Officer in the Ministry of Education in Guyana^ who 
happens to read Spanish«, 
There is a recent disastrous example-of recourse to the most 
traditional of all methods of overcoming language barriers - sign 
language In 197^ the Government of Trinidad and Tobago purchased 
from Venezuela a motor vessel to use as a ferry between Trinidad and 
Tobago® The ship broke down on its inaugural run and is.still 
inoperative» A Commission of Enquiry into the purchase reported in 
1977 that no on© in the Trinidad and Tobago team entrusted with the 
negotiations could speak, understand or read Spanish, with the result 
that the ship's log-book could not be examined and the negotiations 
•with the owners' representatives were carried out in sign language® 
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Non-traditional responses to th®' problem include language training!̂  ;for 
technical assistance personnèl, the creation of ihterpretership and translation 
services5, and language training for bilingual secretaries, hotel and airline 
personnel* The countries where these initiatives are taking place, in varying 
degrees, are Cuba, Jamaica, Guyana, the' Dominican Republic and the Bahamas* 
In Cuba, many Ministries and other Agencies have translation sections, 
and several have their oWn language training schemes (for example, the Ministry 
of Overseas Trade and the National faank)§ they also make use of the language 
training facilities of the adult education system« Direct private arrangements 
are also common® University students destined for study in the USSR are given 
a year's intensive training in the Faeultad Preparatoria (see Chapter II)* 
There is still a considerable excess demand for translation services, 
particularly for Russian, since the Ministry of Foreign Trade services a Cuban 
interest (though.not necessarily ..participation) in some 54 COMECON Conferences 
per year® The Department of Documentation of this Ministry recognizes that 
the problem of translation is a part of the general problem of documentation 
and organization of information, since the increased need for communication 
across language boundaries has been accompanied by an increase in the need for 
access to information of all types, and therefore for the effective 
standardization of elassification systems® Even in Cuba alone, it is felt, 
centralization of translation services would obviate a considerable amount of 
duplicationa 
A National Conference on Information held in Cuba in 1965 set up a 
Committee on Translation and Terminology, which found that in spite of the 
number of language schools the level of services available, particularly in the 
area of simultaneous translation, was not high* The creation of a small 
National Enterprise of Translation and Interpretership (ESTl) has not yet 
corrected this situation® The Committee made a preparatory study for the 
creation of a national pool of translators, but the intricacy of the pattern 
of permanent and ad hoc 'services defeated the Committers calculationsa 
ESTI is based on the central office of the Council of Ministers^ and its 
staff is made up of university teachers and others who may be working full 
or part-time elsewhert as translators* 
\ 
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A meeting of Libraiiahs and Documebtalists, sponsored by UNESCO 
and the CpCC, is to be held in Port of Spain at the end of November 
1977« This meeting should be the start ©f a study of the problem 
of documentation ahd information that should include the question of 
" translation«, 
In Jamaica, the Language Training Centre has successfully 
organized courses in English for Cuban technical assistance personnel, 
in Spanish for trainees going to Cuba in various programmes (fishermen, 
construction brigade©) and for hotel trainees« In 1978, there will be 
a great increase in the second category? 144 Jamaicans destined for 
training in sport, forestry, fishing and other fields will be taught 
Spanish« Coufsés falli comprise 80Ó hours of instruction as well as 
outside projects in the various fields of activity, and some or all of 
them may be residehiiala 
A translation unit in the Ministry of External Affairs is planned 
for 1978s A t present, there is one officer working full-time as a 
-translator« The projection is for six people specializing as 
translators and conference interpreters in Spanish, French, Portuguese, 
Russian, Chinese and Arabica 
Guyanese trainees going to Cuba under the technical assistance 
.agreement signed in 1975 were first taught Spanish in Cuba, but now a 
Cuban teacher is preparing 30 trainees in Guyanaa This will not 
satisfy future requirements, since the agreement envisages 80 
scholarships peí year to train Guyanese in banking, aviation, 
agriculture, fishing, sugar technology, construction, forestry and 
medicine,?, The missions sent to Cuba to lay the groundwork for these 
programmes encounter little difficulty, but Cuban missions to Guyana give 
rise'to problèma"since there is a shortage of Spanish interpreters« 
The University of Guyana has been called upon at short notice to 
give English courses to Cuban physicians coming to work in Guyana, but 
the University's resources are limited and arrangements will soon have 
to be made to meet the needs for both English and Spanish training 
arising out of these technical assistance programmes«, 
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In the Dominican Republic a small group of private individuals ha® . 
formed a translation and interpretership association on a commercial basisQ 
There are so far only two interpretersf who work in Spanish, French and- Englishl 
Messrs«, Luis H® Garcia and Santiago Lam@la$ In addition, there are 8 to 10 
translators$ working in" Spanish, English, French, German and Portuguese« 
The ambition of the association, which as yet has no name, is to offer 
a complete range of services to international meetings and conferences held in 
the Dominican Republic, as well as to foreign missions visiting the country? 
for example.» bilingual secretaries and guides« They maintain that this, can be 
done, and ¿t Reasonable rates to clients, because they refuse to accept \9hat 
they call the mystiqu& of the interpreter's profession - the claim that 
simultaneous interpreters can only wofk short periods at a time and must be 
frequently relieved* 
Target Groups 
The identification of target groups for language teaching programmes, is, 
of course, not a discrete part of this study, but one of its end products, 
sihce it can only be done against the background of information on the 
directions of sub-regional development®. Nevertheless, an important element of 
the data of this investigation is the view each government has of the target 
groups to which programmes of language-teaching should be directed« 
The fact is, however, that officials consulted had quite varied views on 




Middle - tand uppers-level Civil Servants 
Hotel and tourist industry personnel 
i 
Certain of the replies were nevertheless informative« The Permanent Secretary 
of the Ministry of Education of St, Lucia was decisive in his recommendation 
that;secretaries should be considered a key target group because (i) they are 
a feature of many kinds of activity! (ii) their functions within an organization 
are variedf and (iii) the purpose of"'education programmes, as the Permanent 
Secretary saw it, was to encourage the flexible use of people and to provide 
them with professional mobility«, 
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An interesting divergence appeared between the attitudes of 
** government officials in the English speaking countries on the one hand 
and in Sur i name and the Netherlands Antilles on the other,,, The latter, 
•» already speaking English and sometimes other foreign languages with 
considerable competence, were frequently in favour of courses for 
senior civil servants to enable them to improve the quality of their 
interventions, delivered in foreign languages, at international 
conferencesa Positively motivated toward language study for practical 
endsa they had no doubt of the perfectibility of their own skills, whereas 
the Commonwealth Caribbean civil servants thought not in terms of 
improving their own language skills but securing such facilities as 
bilingual secretaries and interpreters« 
The following considerations seem to be valid in relation to the 
question of target groups? 
ia Specific language-teaching programmes per se are 
not the only, or even perhaps the most important, 
element in" the process of lowering linguistic 
barriers to communication«, To some extent, the 
lowering of o^her barriers will not only bring 
about an increase in foreign language skills 
.„-, " without instruction, but will define the areas 
in which intensification of language instruction 
will be of maximum assistance to the process? 
iis Courses for specific target groups are therefore 
not the infrastructure but the superstructure 
of the system necessary for the reduction of 
linguistic barriersl "the infrastructure is the 
reform of curricula, methods and objectives in 
the school system to provide individuals with 
the basis" on which to build language skills 
necessary later on for specific purposes? the 
provision of institutions capable of responding 
flexibly to language-teáching needs of different 
"kinds as tKey arisej arid the institution of 
permanent regional services in the areas of 
research.and documentation, including translation 
. and ..iaterpretership! 
iiis" It is clear from" the ábové that to the extent 
that'target groups aré identifiable now, the most 
Important one from the" infrástructural point of 
view is, everywhere, te'achers for the schoolsa 
Training programmes for language teachers must be 
given a high priority; 
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iv® lifterjsffeCérship and translation.is- important because for a 
relatively smàll inirëstment in time and money it should be 
possible to "tràin and certify a corps of interpreters and 
translators which'-wèuXd ' obviate .'the-present àëed for 
rëlying'oh otitsïffe "sourcess *"'"But, perhaps more important, 
the' ëïëation "of such à professional outlet would improve 
" student motivation in the education systems ànd thereby 
facilitate the improvement of language-teaching in 
.. .... générai| 
V« Other target group's mil be defined by developments in 
technical co-operation and "othér areas of contact® To i 
teach language in ahtîéiiîmtion of need is futile because ; 
thé motivational component "is lacking and "because 
' commurii^ative skills atrophy ev"eh if theoretical knowledge 
• does nota Thé important thing is to give people9 in their 
basic education^ a positive aititâdë to language-learning 
and basic competence in specific languages that-cari 
reactivatedand built* upon aCneed, and to have a set of 
ihstitufioris~capabTë of reacting quickly and flexibly to 
" the"needs oT Cuban physicians working in Jamaica or 
Guyanese construction workers going to Cubaa In other 
words, the widest range of target groups at présent 
identifiable is. composed of technical assistance 
.'..,-.-. personnel, of hoth-recipient-and donor categorièèf and 
vi® It is necessary to make certain that language-teaching 
efforts should not'intensify thé" hrain-dfain - that is, 
they should not he directed towards groups for whom they 
represent merely an opportunity to emigrate® Much of the 
work of language-teaching institutions in Haiti, both 
private (sUcTTâs"thé Ihstitïït'Iopë de Vega) and public 
(such* as the "Institut"Haltiano-imerrcain), and to a 
lesser extent in the Dominican Republic falls into this 
categorya It would no doubt be true of many English 
speaking territories were they not English speaking, 
since the level of migration to North America from there 
is higha * ......... , 
This last is a strong argument in favour of, first, the integration of 
language-teaching programmes into economic planning designed to create jobsf 
secondly, the close association of education with productive work? third, the 
planning of language-teaching programmes in such a way as to create 
employment outlets? and finally, the selection of target groups on the basis 
of technical assistance projects® 
VI 
EXTERNAL SOURCES OF ASSISTANCE 
1 
The Caribbean sub-region is no more watertight than any other 
politically-defined group of nationsi External presences within the 
geographical confines of the region cannot be ignored, and individual 
states have traditional external connections that must b® reckoned with, 
Elsewhere in this report reference has been made to Puerto Rico, 
Which coîjld not unfortunately be included in the present study hut to. 
which the study ought to be extended as soon as possiblea In 
addition, the forces of interest to the sub-region in the area of 
language-teaching are, for English, Spanish and French respectively! 
^i) the USA| (ii) PILEI (Programa Interamericano de Linguistica y 
Ensenanza de Idiomas)s Véhézuela aiïd the OAS; and ( i i i ) France^ 
represented by the Overseas Départements of Martinique and Guadeloupe 
(French Guyana is negligible in this respect) and by the powerful 
battery of organizations dedicated to thè service of the francophone 
movement throughout the world«, 
Thè UniTed States of America 
In Chapter II the operations of the American Institutes in Haiti 
and the Dominican Republic, where they constitute an appreciable part 
of the system of education, were described® These and the Voice of 
America are the two major instruments of the USA for the dissemination 
of English in the Caribbean® There is no reason why the former, at any 
rate, cannot be used, as is the Alliance Française in Cuba, directly by 
the national education authorities to supplement their programmes of 
adult or secondary school education® 
In addition, financial assistance from a variety of US sources 
has contributed to many projects in the Caribbean in the pasta In 
the area of language-teaching, the University of the West Indies 
campus in Jamaica has just received a new language laboratory from 
USAIDo The previous one was purchased with a Ford- Foundation grant® 
The Fçrd''Foundation was also responsible for a series of grants to the :Uriiversity 
as a whole for the devélopment of linguistics teaching and research, 
administered by the University Senate Sub-Committee for Linguistics and now 
carried on by the Society" for Caribbean LingtïiBticë« 
Hispano-Amefican Sources 
PtLEJI is à University-level organization financed largely by Ford 
foundation funds which is responsible for a number of programmes of research 
and teaching in langtiage and linguistics throughout Làtin America« Because 
Of a shortage Of money, however,;its .activities .haye teen reduced recently, and 
i'ts'next "meeting, to lie helcT in Caracas in 1978, rbày"']be' its last« 
A statement by President Carlos Andres Perez of Venezuela announced his 
intention to "make Spanish the second language of the Caribbean"® Indeed, 
the involvement of Venezuela in language-teaching projects in the Caribbean 
has recently increased® Venezuela undoubtedly has the resources, and has 
|>roclâimed thé désire, to intervene massively in thé development of the 
sub-region0 Venezuela was named the Centre of the OAS Project for tëaching 
of Spanish as a foreign language, à̂ id has contributed to the Project through 
an advanced1 course for teachers and a number of scholarshipsa At a seminar 
on Spanish teaching in the English speaking Caribbean, held in Caracas in 
March 1977? a number of recommendations ̂ ^were made concerning the 
establishment of Language Centres, the diffusion of cultural materials, 
scholarship programmes, teacher-training, exchange programmes, curriculum 
reforms in national education systems, and co-ordination of language projects0 
A second "seminar was proposed for Barbados in 1978^" • i 
The Venezuelan Andres fielld Institute offers Spanish courses in various 
centres in the sub-region® : 
The OAS, through its Regional Programme of Educational Development 
(PBE13E) and the Special Multilateral Fund of the Interamerican Council for 
Education, Science and Culture (FEKCIECC) has carried out, under the Project 
mentioned above,' a series of actions consisting fundamentally of six Spanish 
language courses, three basic and three advanced« In addition, the OAS is 
responsible in varying degrees for the establishment of, and assistance in the 
running of, Language Institutes in Jamaica, Barbados and Trinidad and Tobago 
(see Chapter II 
Both th® original CIECG resolution, recommending the establishment 
of a Centre for Spámish' teaching in the Caribbean and in the Caraca® 
'Seminar t'hp'̂ importance of ¿'similar centre for'EiigTIsh was recognized® 
The-Venésu'ela«OAS projects^ certainly ás far as Spanish is 
"concerned8' ai?®' th® externally-inspired initiatives in which the? largest 
number of e®mtri@e £q the suh~r®gion are.already involved^ It would, 
therefore^ 'essential .to take account of them in any further 
decisions on tbe question of language-teaching in the sub-region and to 
avoid duplia&tion of effort^ This necessarily relates particularly to 
the OAS "master planR for Spanish teaching^ the proposed functions of 
Language- C®ntreg|-,exchange programmes $ recommendations f or . ©urificulum 
.planning!"^be role ©f th® Educational Technological Centr© in • 
Venezuela in preparation and diffusion of materials? the planning of 
researchf the functions of- the OAS/PBEDE Area Co-ordinatorf and the 
prospect of diffusion of television and radio programmes^ 
Franeé and the Francophone World 
French speaking elites around the world have perceived that th® 
decline m the use of French,for. interstate relations an$ for national 
development is-a throat to their interests^ Consequently, they have 
begun" a transnational multilateral anoveajeiat to improve tk® status of 
French^ to and interdependent tie© among themselves 
for mutual- assistance and" tó;create a new actor in world policies free 
from control by any single eountry« 
Over one hundred francophone organizations - societies^ clubs, 
'national, international8 .govenamaiatal and non-governmental bodies — 
work in a co-ordinated way.to replace English words with French 
neologisms in areas such'as..©pae® technology and mass communications^ 
They provide aid to improve the teaching of Frenchg and in a less 
co-ordinated way they try to provide exclusive channels for the 
transmission of scientific, economic, political, and artistic 
information® 
Several of the organisations comprising this francophone movement ar® 
relevant to the Caribbean stib-regiom AUPELF (Association des tìniversités 
Partiellement ou Entièrement de Languè Française) has associate members neither 
totally' or partial!^ Ffeneh speaking^ among theni some Caribbean Universities* 
It also has a Latin American Committee whose Caribbean representative is a 
teacher at the University of the West Indies^ AUPÈLF has produced considerable 
literature on th® teaching of French for functional and instrumental purposesQ 
the Felïelr&tloh Internationale dès Professeurs de Français (FIB?) has 
member units in th<s Caribbean, aad the ÂCCT or AGECÔP (Agence de Coopération 
Culturelle @t Technique) is an association of States, of which many Third World 
eotintriësj, including Haiti, are members« The ACCT is well endowed financially^ 
and sponsorêd a Colloquium on Applied linguistics in the Caribbean held in 
Haiti in July 19759 It has also sponsored the production of Creole illustrated 
readers* Although these were somewhat criticised by Caribbean scholars for a 
certain Euroesntricity of outlook, these scholars recbgnize the ACCT as a 
potential source of assistance for a variety of regional cultural projects® 
The role of the Alliance Fran|aise in the framework of language-teaching 
in the sub-region has already been described (Chapter II)a The Direction 
Generale de Relations Culturelles^ Scientifiquès et Techniques of the French 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs"provides Trench teachers to Caribbean Universities® 
.Although the present condition of the French départements in the 
Caribbean is that of political integration in the metropole, it is not 
inconceivable that in the long run they may eease to be so integrated and it is 
in any case undeniable that they have a Caribbean character unrelated to their 
political status® Furthermore, there are organizations and groups in these 
territories whose life and activities have always been dedicated to cultural 
regionalism - for example, the Centre d'Etudes Regionale® Antilles - Guyana 
(CERAG) and its current President, Mr« Jean Rosas, 
Martinique and Guadeloupe play a considerable role in Creole studies and 
as centres for the diffusion of French studies in the Caribbean«* The Groupe 
d'Etudes et de Reehershes de la Creolophonie at the Centre Universitaire 
Antilles - Guyane (CUAG) does research on Creole and publishes two journals on 
the subject* The Latin American Committee of AUPELF has proposed that the 
Gontes International d?Etudes Franeaises should he a "lieu privilegie" 
for the formation of Latin American teachers of Frenchfl The Section 
de Cooperation Franeo-Caralh© of the Guadeloupe Prefecture provide© 
funds for various educational aid projeets in Dominica and 
St® Lucia, including® s®ali number afvl©fig—t®r® scholarships in 
French studiesa Th® Freneh Ministry of 'Foreign Affairs rrans an • 
annual four<-wsek course in Guadeloupe for 80 French teachers 
from the rest of the Caribbean0 
m 
NATIONAL LANGUAGE : POLICY AND PLANNING 
Factors in Language Planning Problems, 
The•problem^ of national language policy may be reduced^ in all 
ease®, to the following! 
ta. What shall ..be the official language or languages 
•of the cottiHry? $ ' 
lia, What..ehall be th© language of instruction in the 
education system?5 
•ilia . What status shall be given to minority language® 
in the education system and other spheres?? and 
iv© What other languages shall be taught or otherwise 
encouraged and to what degree (eaga as second 
languagê , as foreign language^ etc«*)?® 
These questions must be answered in the context of the following 
additional questions? 
ia What are the patterns of language use in the 
Country (i«ea what languages are spoken where, 
by how many people and in what social contexts § 
what are the extent and types of bi-and multi-
lingualism, etea)?g and 
il® What -conflicts between language communities 
exists s or might exist as a result of policy 
choices?® 
Intra-national conflicts among language communities do not necessarily 
have a direct bearing on this report, which relates to foreign language-
teaching in the context of removal of language barriers between 
countries of the sub-regiona 
However, to the extent that problems of national language policy 
exist9 whether or not they contain the seeds of intra-national conflict^ 
they have an indirect bearing on the problems of communication among 
countries of the sub-region and between them and the world at large® 
The problems of national language policy9 considerable as they 
are in some countries of the sub-region, are by and large unlikely to be 
aggravated by intra-national conflict among language communities^ But 
there are exceptions® 
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.Linguistic. plBEaíism eéemsg 'in .general̂  to manifest divisive . effécts at ... 
traiasitionaistages óf economic and political evolution, and in circumstances 
where there« is a dominant group using a dominant language^ . 
. Observation'of specific situations, , h¿weverá seems to indicate that some 
or all of the following additional factofé must be present^ 
ia The dominant grouj> must he either the majority (eags the. 
English speakers in (lanada) or their language must be one 
of several, not merely two, languages in the country 
(e^gs Hindi in India); 
11A A large number of the speakers of the subordinate 
language mhst, as well as speaking it, have favourable 
attitudes toward it or be capable of being persuaded to 
such attitudesa Iñ Quebec, for example, in spite of a 
certain degree of defeatist psychology among French 
speakers 14/(a paradox present in many situations of social 
inequality), French per se is universally recognized as 
a world language of science and culturef 
iii9 In the community speaking the subordinate languagê , 
there must be militant group consciousness for other 
than linguistic reasons (as in the case of Catalan, 
Welsh, Basque)« This is particularly the case when 
condition (i) does not apply the speakers of 
the dominant language are not much ipore numerous 
than the others (e^g« Belgium); and'* 
iv9 A further condition, related to, indeed implied In, 
the others is that the subordinate language must be 
clearly perceived by its speakers to exist and to 
be different from the dominant language^ 
These conditions apply8 to a limited extent, in some of the countries 
of the sub-regiono In the Spanish speaking countries they do not apply at 
allfl In Trinidad and Tobago, Barbados^ and those English speaking Windward 
and Leeward Islands where there is no French-lexicon creolej, the existence 
of a vernacular that <san be clearly labelled as a creóle is doubtfulg ther® 
is a wide spectrum of varieties between the basilect and the standard! and 
mutual intelligibility among speakers of all language varieties exists* In 
these countries, as even in Jamaica where the existence of a basilectal creóle 
is more clearly established^ language loyalty among speakers of the vernacular 
is Slight to hon=éxisten% (indeed, there is a generally negative attitude by 
creóle speakers to their own^dialect,-inspite of recent growth of nationalist' 
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feeling)— ® Far from giving rise, to conflicts^ ' it constitutes an 
educational problem partly because speakers in the "interaction area10 
16/ think they ars speaking.the standard - — T h e s s include many teachers« 
Not only are the <Sial®<sts of these ©oumtries harfily recognised as 
su@h by their ova speakers (gomsiderable as' their structural 
'divergences from stead&rd-English are)' but (with all honour to 
Hiss Lotóse Benaeti) there is little or no vernacular literature^ and 
no writing system other than standard English orthographya 
This does not mèanf let me rppeat9 that no educational problem 
arise© out of the existence of these vernaculars^ There is a considerable 
problem^ and constant attempts are being made to solve ita, However, it 
will in no case lead to any decisions that will retard the learning of 
English or the acceptance of English as the Official and national 
language^ and any podifieatiomg--.-io -the-language-of instruction in 
schools -ÌTÌÌI affieet foreign" language-learning only to the. extent that 
it improves all learnings 
The same applies to Guyana as to the other English speaking 
countries^ Its population of some 40f000 Amerindians, divided into 
nine tribes speaking Arawak and Garib dialects, might in years to come 
constitute a linguisti® pressure %roup or groups but at present are 
far from doing soa The political organization of the Arawaks is 
minimal and dependent on the central government^ the other tribes are 
sufficiently mobile in their settlements to migrate freely across the 
Venezuelan and Brazilian borders when they feel their life-style 
threatened by such protests as hydroceleetri® plants® 
The countries where divisive potential, however slight, exists 
ares in.ascending order of gravity9 the "English speaking" countries 
with a French Crsole vernacular .(Sta-.'Luclâ  Domini-ea and to a lesser 
extjgni.̂ Srenadgi) tb® Me^eil&ali • ETissSwar'<S 'Islandsf 'Ha-iti:|.- -the 
'Net&grlasids Leeward: Islanda (Cu2?a©ao9 Aruba-and Bonaire)$ Surinam® and 
Belia©^ 
The C'reolëphone 'Commonwealth.. '•':.'•:• ••'"••• 
In the Dutoh Windward Islands the Vernacular is English, and independence, 
if it ®omes separately to this groups will probably confirm English as the 
official languagea If all the Netherlands Antilles become independent as a 
unit, there is potential for conflict in the fact that for Windward Islanders 
all schooling above junior secondary level must be obtained in Curasao, where 
it is how ip Dutch and will eventually'be in Papiamentus, 
In Sta Lucia the 'percentage of people monolingual in French Creole was 
put at about 40 by the 1946 eerisus} all others speak both French creole and 
either local standard English or a variety ©f th$ English-based vernacular* 
In Grenada the percentage ®f French predle speakers is uncertain but much 
smaller^ and there is probably no significant French Creole mono.lingualismo 
In Dominica the 1946 census gives the proportion of monolingual French 
Creole speakers as 40 pes eenta In none of these countries^ however, is 
there militant language loyalty«. The advisability of widening and legalising 
tb® unofficial use of French Creole as an instructional medium in schools is 
objectively explored^ but there is no movement for granting any sort of official 
status to it* So one sees much incongruity in a situation where a court case 
is heard in English before a bilingual magistrate^ bilingual attorneys, 
bilingual police, a monolingual Creole speaking defendant and a Creole-
English interpreter 
The existence of the French Creole Vernacular has in fact the effect of 
orienting the population psychologically towards French as a foreign language, 
because of contacts with the neighbouring French Creole speaking Départements 
of Martinique and GTuadeloup©* While the functional specialization of French 
Itfii.-pjfiyent' its decease for a long time to come, its speakers do not 
àecird it high prestige in their concept of the national linguistic 
repertoire and are reconciled to the necessity for English as a vehicle of 
social mobility^ 
Belize' 
In Bella®,. Spanish is spoken as a first • language by 
the population, and indigenoug- langrisgêS (fiéfiibr-aii the- three Mayan dialects 
of Kekehl, Mo pan and Yucatefcan) by about 18 per cent or 5,000 people* There 
is also a widely^used English-based Creole vernacular® 
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Patterns of language us© are complex and somewhat disputed^ so it 
is impossible to say how many Spanish speakers are monolingual (the 
percentage is probably mainly a ftaastion of ag@)0 However^ there are 
factors which imdieate the possibility of an increase linguistic 
min®rlty consciousness» geographisal eoneentration near the Mexican and 
Guatemalan borders$ considerable freedom of contacts across the bordergg 
exposure to foreign radio broadcasts in Spanlshj the importance of 
Spanish' as a Central American and hemispheric language«, These factors 
are «sited by Waddell •^^as evidence tlmt Spanish will eventually supplant 
' 18// English in th® ©ountrya The eounter-arguments of Allsopp — ' (that an 
independent Beli^ean identity-within the Central American eommunity of 
nations will be strangthened by English! that Belise looks to the USA 
and GARICOM for eeonomi© so-operationp that more English than Spanish 
speakers enter the teaching servi©«) are cogent but at the same time 
underline the possibility of dissontent arising among the Spanish 
speaking communities^ The problem in Its educational implisations is 
recognised by Beliagan ©dusation authorities, and schoolŝ , @ven primary-
schools, are being encouraged to- t@a©h Spanish, a® a se@ond (as opposed 
to a foreign) languagê . In some schools th©s® teachers who d® have 
Spanish (or Mayan Carib) will use it as the language oi -inotrugtioffi»,. 
but in general the education system operates on the assumption that the 
seh@ol jsopulaiion. is .English speakings 
On the basis -of comparison..,with .other -6o«atries9 as analysed by such 
scholars as Inglehart and Woodwa^ij this is a suitable framework for the 
growth of linguistic conflict « the strains induced by a transitional 
state of political and economic development creating among minority 
groups discontents which are then hung on the peg of language 
discrimination, especially if language conflicts are encouraged by 
political leaders to promote special interests^ In the case of Belize^ 
one must add the possible loyalty eonflists that might be stimulated by 
Guatemalan irredentisnu 
The sure®-for -such a situation are? supposedly, widespread 
bilingualism, equality of status for both (or all - eaga Switzerland) 
language groups9 (even in eases wher® th® Bdmority is small - eags 
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Swedish Finland) and equality of upward mobility as between members of 
different language groups« These are conditions which imply a highly developed 
economy and a powerful education system* 
Although GARICOM is supposed to become^ and other regional eo-operativ© 
groupings (notably the CDCC) are» multilingual rather than English speaking, 
Belize has for the present directed her policies of external co-operation 
toward the English speaking Caribbean® Howeyer? it is by and large true that 
+ 
it is the more favoured elements within a country that tend to support 
supra-national ventures, and underprivileged minorities that oppose them® 
Therefore^ since prevention is better than cure$ it would be advisable 
for the Government of Bella® to consider the possibility of making Spanish 
the language of education in Spaftisji speaking areas, and even the possibility 
of making Spanish an official language alongside English,, Even the first of 
these is a difficult task for a country with meagre resources, and such a 
recommendation by UNESCO and/or the CDCC should be backed with proposals for 
assistance« However, the situation is by. no means hopeless, and some of the 
19/ ' 
conditions laid down by Carrington • for use of a minority language as a 
medium of instruction (structural difference from the official language? 
geographical concentration versus geographical dispersion of speakers) 
are clearly presents 
Haiti 
Haiti is the most typical example in the Caribbean of a diglossle 
situation - a large unschooled majority speaking only Creole^ and a small 
literate elite of under 10 per cent of the population speaking French, to 
which great prestige Is attached^ but nevertheless using Creole for all 
functions to which it is appippriate« 
This Situation is not one which tends to language-group conflict, but 
rather one which, when combined with the paucity of resources of the Haitian 
government, has an extremely deleterious effect on education® 
The scornful attitudes of the elite toward the vernacular, characteristic 
' 20/ 
of a diglossi© situation as described in 1959 by Ferguson — h a v e beeii 
considerably modified® Although there is still emotional hostility toward 
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Creole^ it is no longer true to say, as Ferguson could in 1959? that 
"educated speakers of Haitian Creo l e frequently deny its eiistence'% 
Haitian intellectuals in particular ar® aware of the value and importance 
of C r eo l e , and its rectognition hy the government is a part of the black, 
populist orientation imposed on the Haitian regime by President 
Duvalier p W e 4 About eight years ago a decree was issued permitting the 
use of Creole in Parliament, though prejudices are still strong enough to 
have prevented its us® so far3 The Ministry of Education is favourable 
to Creolist thinking though it fears a ghettoization of Creole speakers 
might result from the use of Creole in the schoolsa 
The French Creole debate in Haiti is9 therefore^ though heated, 
conducted on Reasonably abjective lines, and the valid, rather than the 
20/ 
invalid, attitudes cited by Ferguson — J as characterising diglossic 
situations prevail within it® The two viewpoints may be roughly 
characterised as the window-on-the-world theory and the national 
consciousness theory^ The first, while recognising the power of Creole 
to preserve the popular genius of the nation, claims that it condemns 
its speakers to social inferiority, and emphasizes the need for the 
country to link itself to a wide and powerful world community^ The 
second view (which probably has somewhat less support) is that the 
education of an entire country must be based on literacy in the national 
languages 
Allied to this dispute is the problem of the orthography to be used 
for Creoles whether it should b@ "phonetic" (actually phonemic) or a 
slightly adapted form of French spellings The former, it is argued, 
makes for quicker learning^ the latter for an easier transition to 
French« 
My view is that Haiti should adopt the policy of conducting 
education in a national language adopted by so many countries which 
have opted for the reinforcement of a national identity at the 
(supposed) expense of a window-on-the-worlds Tanzania, Malaysia, the 
Philippines« The Conference of African Ministries of Education held 
in Lagos in 197& passed resolutions in favour of the safeguarding and 
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promotion of national languages; the Yaounde Conference on Promotion of National 
Languages held in December 1 9 s p o n s o r e d by the Agence de Go-operation 
Culturelle et Technique (the most powerful arm, incidentally, of the 
international movement for the promotion of French) made a long series of 
rècommendations to member states, among them; 
"(a) De mettre en place là oh elle n'existe pas, une 
institution nationale pouvant aider les Etats "à 
choisir une (des) langue(s) nationale(s) pour 
les besoins de la scolarisation et de 
l'alphabétisation des adultes^ 
(b) D'utiliser progressivement les langues nationales 
dans 111 enseignement! 
( c ) D'encourager l^étude et la description des langues 
nationales dans les institutions spécialisées! and 
(d) De briser les hésitations et les complexés des 
massés vis-a-vxà des langues nationales par de 
vastes campagnes dHnformation, de sensibilisation 
et de mobilisation dans le cadre d'une politique de 
"changement des mentalités1^" 
In fact, in Haiti itself a small study of bilingual education at primary 
level carried out by the Centre Haitien d'Investigation en Sciences Sociales 
(SCHISS) indicated that an experimental group of children taught in Creole 
showed results superior to those of two control groups (taught in French) in 
reading, fluency of speaking, social adaptation, calculation and mathematical 
reasoning«, 
There are many reasons why Haiti should adopt this policys 
I it The most important is that the window-on-the-world 
theory is quite probably an illusion, and literacy 
in French is an impossible goal® In the words of 
Dejean 22/ 
les conditions d'apprentissage reel, 
effectif, du français par les masses haitiennes 
ne sont pas réalisables dans un proche avenira 
"Ce qui est impossible c'est d'instruire 
tout un peuple dans une langue autre que la 
sienne," 
Thé excellent radio programmes for French teaching 
developed by the UNESCO education mission in Haiti 
can do nothing to alter this situation! 
il 9 Freae'Éisin any ease not as wide a window-on-the-
Worldj- for Haitit as its advocates think® In 
terms of the sub-region, Haiti and the French 
départements" are" the only countries where French 
is spoken? in sub-regional and hemispheric terms2 
it isj ezeept fiff Duish$ the least important 
European language$ 
iil» This is borne out by the fact that those Haitians 
who learh languages outside the school^ learn not 
French but English, Spanish or even other tongues« 
Hotel personnel in Port-au-Prince speak Englishf 
the young freelance "guides" who mob the tourists 
spéâk English, Spanish, even sometimes German and/ 
or Italianf migrant Haitiansane-cutters in the 
Domiiiicah Republic lëarn Spanish| there are 
ôffO^QOO Haitians in the"USA, many of whom spend 
their holidays at homes The boitte (lottery) is 
based oiji the lottery results announced in Spanish 
on the ¿antô Domingo radio« In the words of 
Drs Pradel Poppilus, the noted Haitian linguist, 
"facts militate against French"a Pompilus favours 
Creole as the language of instruction in the first 
2 years of school "on condition that it should be 
an opening to other cultures, not necessarily to 
French culture"! 
iv® Although there is still reluctance in Haiti itself 
to accord Creole the status of a language, Haiti 
is faVoure'd above other countries which have 
opted for promoting national languages (Malaysia, 
Tanzania, the Philippines, the USSR) in that 
Creole is the only national language! 
Once Haitians are literate in Creole, other 
languages, including and perhaps French, shonld 
be relatively easy for them to Iearn| and 
In thé process of alphabétisation in Creole Haiti 
would become the centre "of assistance to other 
countries of the sub-region in the preservation 
and diffusion of Creole cultural forms and in the 
investigation of educational problems related to 
Creoles 
In the question of the orthography, I support the use of a 
phonemic orthographya One has only to compare the ease of alphabétisation 
in languages with a near-phonemic writing system (Spanish, Italian, 
Hungrian with the high rate of illiteracy among primary and even secondary 
school leavers in Britain and the USA» The transition to French might 
be more easily accomplished by the development of a transitional 
vif> 
orthography analogous to the British Initial Teaching Alphabet,* 
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A more important problem than that of the orthography is that of 
standardization for the purpose of teaching^ Although there is in Haiti 
no such continuum of varieties from bagilectal Creole to Freheh as gives 
rise, in Jamaic&j to problem btith of standardization and orthography, there 
is Variation in Haitian creole along geographic, stylistic and socio-economic 
dimensions& 
Though perfectly adequate transcriptions (notably the ONEC transcription) 
exist, the writing question is not entirely without problems® Enclitic and 
proclitic verbal particles and pronouns, like similar forms in all languages, 
suffer reduction in speech of conversational speeds 
mwlf te ale becomes m t ale 
y® ap male becomes y ap mSz® 
Phonological oppositions (e^g^ front rpunded versus front unrounded voxels) 
appear in soffie varieties but"not in otherss 
But as tTaldmacr^points out, it is essential to appreciate the difference 
between transcription and orthography ¡a, The first must render utterances in 
one-to-one phoneme-symbol correspondence, and will therefore vary as dialect 
variesf the latter must map underlying forms on to surface forms& It is 
perfectly possible to find an orthography that does this# For example? in the 
case of morphologisal condensation cited abovej, it would simply Ignore the 
enclitic and proclitic alternates and r&e&ifS the citation forms, just as in 
French .je ne sais pas is not written JLfitE&f i Q the case of dialectal 
variation it would provide sufficient oppositibns to symbolizfe the underlying 
form, so that a speaker who says plim and one who says plym could both be 
taught to spell it with the rounded vowel (just as Americans who do not 
distinguish merry, marry and Mary in speech are nevertheless taught to 
distinguish them in writing) but neither would be burdened with the 
redundancies of a French etymological spelling^ j 
A greater problem than that of the orthography is that of the 
normalization of the lexicon and grammar - where to draw the line between 
enrichment of the basilect from external sources (ushajlly French in Haiti but 
English in St® Lucia and Dominica) and insertion of longer segments of 
2 5 / non-Creole speech - i 9e& code switching® Bailey claims that even in 
J a m a ic an any ..Creoli at .can. identify any., stretch of 
âpeeeh immediately as Creole or not; other linguists doubt this® 
The work of standardization for educational purposes, though perfectly 
feasible, is a continuing and exjtert task, for which a permanent 
iùstïiiute of Creole stud-re*® must W created« ' 
It seems cleaj that Haiti must be' the main centre of 
investigation and diffusion of creole studies, primarily in the 
contest of educational planning, but also in the area.' of Afro-
Caribbean culture, for thè entire Caribbean, particularly ,rfor 
those countries where French Creole existís, and which will 
undoubtedly benefit from Haitian solutions to problems of 
alphabet i sat'ï on and teaching-'io general» 
Perhaps based on the existing Centré de Linguistique* Appliquée 
arid the ONAAC, sueh an Institute should be regional and autonomous, 
with support from the Government, international organizrátions, the 
"^University * and busin®ssV': Its tasks would be'? 
• Research intro Creole Language and Culture® 
« Statrdai^dizHtiuu' ami fthe conrpilitig of word-lists, 
' manual« atfd-dictionaries^ Research into problems 
o f ^ i l i n g u a T education in a Creole society* 
Development of teaching mat erial s and testso 
Curricúltffli' deveTopm-etits Integration of efforts of 
other organizations in téacheT=«training¿ Collection 
•and storage of information on Creole and related 
studies fifoni írther-parts of the world, and provision 
of library façiiitiesa Diffusion of research 
findings", màttriàrls, e-ficCt^?cfuipNTOiri:;fc!ire-;ìregiorr$-
The Regional Institute should be governed by an Advisory 
Board comprising representatives from Universities^ Education 
Ministries and other rélevant institutions in thé sub-rëg'ion« 
Surinamg and' the Netherlands Antilles 
The Netherlands Antilles and the Republic of Suriname are best 
discussed together, for purposes of brevitys In all of them the 
official language is Dutch, and in all, there is a quite different-
vernacular language or language^*! In the Windward Islands it is 
English or a Creolised variety of English^in the Leeward Islands 
it is Papiamentu In- Suriname the mast widespread language is the' English-
based Creole Srana'n, and in the interior SaTaraaccan and Djuka, Portuguese 
and English-^erived Creoles ̂ Te;spectiv«lys iare spokehi 
! The percentage , distribution of f irst la.ngu:ages is ..as.''- f oll.ow.s-g 
Windward,— Leeward Surinam« 





Saramaccan & other 10®.5 
(Creole) . . . . . . . . . . 
Other (Asian) 50 
Btjrfc Srangq; is probably spoken by 75 -"Sd per cent of the population 
altogether® 
The percentage of people who spi&%k Dutch natively in "the Netherlands 
Antilles is not known, but the 1976 UNESCO Educàtiôti Report says that 
"it is ptobahly à fair estimate that In"" the Leeward Islands 80 per cent 
$ ' ;o;ï-'tjlïH-'d'reTi- -spreafc itipdamentu '̂ ttly4*- At Mftdergàrteh age« 
addltibti to the problems ëVxdéôt itt these figures, all ,the islands 
sharë"tie f a c u l t y t h & V B p ^ c h not àn important 'world Tatrgtpfege*, The 
feeling of beirig "isolated" by Dutch is frequently expressed by educated 
peoplfe in Suriname aod the Leeward Islandsr There is in these two <iount,rie 
. c a s f r . . r e p l a c e m e n t " ' o f - the" official language by another 
vlangtrage Tshich lg."nttt. ̂ iiè-'wriïaistftàrf:-' 
In the case of the Leeward Islands there is proba&ly no necessity 
for t h i w Papiamentu will certainly become the officiai lahgtiiâge after 
independeneey and bïlipgualisni in Papiamentu and Spanish should be easily 
achievable, beeause of dontaets, direct and through radio-, with "Venezuela, 
as w l l as the close relationship of the languages .and widespread teaching 
in thè schools of Spanish as a foreign language,* 
Preparations for the transition to Papiamentu are, if not far 
advanced, at least on the way« À bòdy to supervise and facilitate 
the transition (The Taaleninstituut) has been set up in Arubai 
Papia'mentu is experimentally used as the language of instruction in 
kindergarten and grades 1 and 2, and there is a small amount of 
teaching material in that language being.„.prepared-* -Papiamentu 
newspapers ' have Bsistfid for $ome-, time and Papiamentu is used in 
Parliament and on all official occasions^ 
But there is still.thé .problem of higher education, and here 
the substitution of Spanish for Dutch would be very difficult® 
The UNESCO Report ^ ^ s a y s s '-1 " •"-'. 
"If it were decided .to introduce, Papiamentu in the ' 
primary school as the language of instruction, 
Aritillian children wo'tild have the advantage of being 
able tò learn in the language they speak and which they 
use in their daily livësV It would, furthermore, help 
tò préserve thé cultural identity of these children, 
and give them a more equal chance in continuing, their 
studies, '.. • . . 
"This is equally valid for children ira the Windward 
Islands, whose mother tongue is Englisha They should 
be allowed, to follow their education in English, and 
unlike Papiamentu this should not create any problem,, 
"A related issue is the choice! of a language' for post 
primary ' general and technical education,» The use of 
Papiamentu is restricted to a small geographical area, 
arid it does not lend itself to the teaching of technical 
of scientific subjects, so that it will be necessary to 
adopt a modern language of wide communication,, It seems 
that a choice will have t<> be made amongst three languages, 
namely Dutch, -English and Spanish* . . ; • . 
"Dutch has the advantage (of being known« It has been 
" the official l$H'gttttjg'C' s'injgè 1818 ? it has the possibility 
\ 'b£''-̂ aâisœ£f'iiû̂ 'r%fdhnic:'êkl"and -S'C'ie.ntif'ie • know-how, it 
" f:.. occupies a prîvîîê'ge'd position in the political and 
. administrative lifë of thé country, and last but not 
• least all teachers have been trained to teach in that 
languages. But as it is not spoken in other parts of thè 
Caribbean, it would not bë use for communication within 
the region where thé two languages most widely spoken are 
English arid Spanish» "English has the advantage of already 
being "the language of a minority, namely the population of 
the" Windward Island's , and is also economically important in 
connection with the oil industry and tourism (90 per cea-t 
of the tourist come from North America)«, Spanish has the 
: - ur,- ; •feei<îi';g ;efsMy Uà 'learn by --feÎKoae who alrëady 'kffow 
in fateti "' 
io Elôsé that -sont® •«fllfèoaté'S "of jPapidÉmteirtiï "'i-ear their language 
- • •'••̂ oTàrEd-tiirt ••attir'riNrlr••"VqjÊ̂ . i:ong;"if •;Spahista'.*««Tie ehjoseo -às the '' . 
- • greo;oiïâ lan^u-agey A 'choice between thé three lànguages 
•:--r--r}BTî̂ iérBrtly- îfwïïf "trtlt'B'îWë •.t-hë'ïSiB'Ope _ '(Kf-̂ ïr«- " 
becauss -itH^W^Sbifc » determined. fcjt épitnral9 , 
ïoctttr«.^ ffetft. ih rtaklng .the .decision 
'tiî®' ̂ overnm-e'nt *'vîll'"Ta6",,iaôtrlit-'al-so'!-w±sh'?t'ô'-vottslder its 
- •-«nàwwirttm'ÉïI'-innpli-cattwiatS^ f^vbatffVBT*'l-anguage. is 
doubl-M-te .to...be taught, at least as a 
.... .f«0LE.j8.i.gXL_lan4uagff9.; iti JJae_. primary .. .sjòhó'olffs. 
-'.««finr-a^B'^f ̂ ©-•«ï'aBçaîsge às thè medium of instruction in 
- ••' f̂tfî -yjrl'Bra'ry -aéboxïlfvtftoTiplera' ̂ tir*trëéid to use^ atrother language 
- - for ^uhs^qu^nt ' I w e l s ^ f ©d.uestio1a as well as for official 
'"inrro-lvê -lengthening the 
c •'•jpwerîto-ia'-i''«pfc1' li&sie ©dueatlorr^1 Eyeii if -à sgood deal of time is 
"Set ~%sidé for Xeartilttg the second language in the primary 
- wY T* scbfybT fwrei-gn language li; '<ìb 'tonl'ikely: 'that .-children 
,.. wl 11 j* 1« fr'^«qxrirfc a degree" of 
• p r o ficiehéy -that wsald enable them to follow instruction 
iti-that lunguàge or, ±a the cas® of school learvers^. to use 
* " It-•effëètlVèlJ'^&s a 'l^irgu^ge ;of ̂ ôTHmtinication'ï- That is to 
r /W&y?; aH* ^iltftre-n'-vcrtftd irè'etf ;*fc«!- fetrntinue ;education after the 
- . s c h p ò l % if j m l y f pi; the study and tlie. practice of 
. "the second. lang.uBrg^g:. ' *!."•' 
t o f ' t f W -much -of- a problem in the 
Netherlands Ant ill é4 because^^ feô g t •children ŝt ay at school 
in any case till about age fifteenr ln~1972, 89 per cent 
oî thé "thirteen~yeaif olds, 85 ^ e r cent vf the fourteen 
year olds, 80 pei r cerit-rif the i-f'tfreirywt-tflds were 
attending onè t^'è-' of -sèlïotfl jof-' another j- 'aàd -tod-4y these 
-percentages-are'^usò-biblj! e^etì.\hièhe.r^' It.^òuld, therefore, 
he quite feasible tOr provide 9 years of education for all 
children, 6 years in the mother tongue and 3 years in the 
-second language" 1 . 
There is also the fact that university education in thè. three areas 
is limited to the Faculties of Law and Medicine in Suriname which are 
affiliated.to the Dutch University system^ 
In Suriname the problem is much greater for sever^l|reasons% 
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The~ number of languages? 
. : •Eh»-/.«!"»®-.»f• -ibe'.cauatsyr;. ... . . ... v 
•••ii'lS"" AT%ii®tBgffi -SSf'-fcrb®. "'lel-saids' 'Ms' •"-' 
••'iffQch "gyesffe<3T"pr®Btrfg®""tIi«n 1-tt. -StgFin&me t' wiieŝ i '' '•"" 
• :-'• 'attJLjfemchayagg-.pttftpgoajasbla-^ "©uttfh is spoken less 
...  . . l-e-wkt. people, , in 
•Surinam®' '¿"ha® iq, the.leeward 'Island's?,, and ...„» 
-• iv®" Syansn bus all'?fe-he drawbacks of not being ar ' ' 
• "" world-" tsngnage^v of" dialect: variation a of -
• " ©rijbffiigrapby y-^fkai?-diiber CreolS:s have&" and could 
••'nnrfc ̂ S-erwior® :Be©.ome- MYicial," at-though attitude's ' 
--'--' - r - 5t®vmpff'-.Sra'nsn; 'temr become much nror'e favoun'able "in 
tl̂ e last 20 years and there is considerable Sranan 
1 itixaryr cratpirti"" In the words' of Eva Essed 2?/s 
: •-•-  "jfcrwtrad I960 things looked v^ry well; for Sranan« 
Th^4atiguage~ got ofxisial "supports Parliament 
"• . * "- eppj°oved of the? •;SFewndv stanzia of the National 
- "Anthem in Sranan^ an official "^rrovisional 
. _ , s p e l l i n g — w a s introduced (i960) and a semi-
official Word- liat published (l96l)a 
---^But iaxo^M-'l'S'^ all-orffitrial interest in - -
Sranram stopped sad ' it h^s nro-t been resumed since; 
a- understand why, -we have "to look into the 
.complicated-ethno-political constellation of 
Surinam®^ 
• 'Mils"-moment shout 4-0^ of "the inhabitants 
-- - - are fvosn-"A friers' or-mixed "origin (Creoles)^ 
•-aTaoirh-'eT-•••$0$-- af®' Indians asd kboui; 15^" IadonesiansB 
Accordiifg-''^o^TiB- yc'pTiiartl'ira~survey of 1950 about 
.90^ of a2-Lg£Q.T-m_flp Surinamers understood Sranan, 
' Mahout' .(now,probably; nrnra) JJutcfrii" 
"Is In" Guyana and'Trinidad there is a certain 
' competition between the tlfO' largest groups, and 
• although the groups usually are nn more or less 
friendly .terms,.. racial .tensions exist and .can .be 
' e2ploi.te"Sa." . ". . . . . 
•"la-' 1958 -the largest CTetsi$ party and at that 
---- - --feinte -the -only* rodian party- were governing together,, 
... . --̂ higy tntwaue®-d'*"Ersrw-Tia-tli!>:na"l"-symbols (flag", coat of 
• --sn?ars,! aa-them)--^^ tbrey we^e'-^sirriving f o r \ * 
iadependeTQ ee-<r Some of the' iirdlans benrame'uneasy and 
"" were" af taid'-'of'-'-Greole dominanreev The' leader of the 
— - Indian p-arfy, --Mrs""Lachmonv «frinr already had been more 
or bass r©'r&<st"ant', had tor ̂e'ttiupeta ith a .-rival • who 
- accused him 'of selling out to7 the -feeoless As one 
of the instances of selling out -the acceptance of 
Sraoao in the national anthem was mentioned, at which 
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occasion Mr. Lachmon had declared in Parliamént that 99% of his 
people understood Sranan and that he considered the Sranan text 
as an important element for the fraternisation® ¡ 
"Afraid to lose his followers» Mr« Lachmon dissociated himself ; 
completely from the Independence movement and the Creole party, 
afraid to losé their Indian partner, no longer supported any 
Sranan language-progr«m 9 : ; 
"The elections of 1973 brought Suriname a government in which no 
Indi.an parties "were represented* Independence was declared in 
November 1975» but although the prestige of Sranan had been growing 
and is boosted by radio and television programs and -it is very often 
used for advertising offi^iai'Xjf• nothing has changed* 
"What is the situation at this moment and what may be the future 
of Sranan?o .•'•".>''•• - , 
"Duriqg the last tw-enty years the un»=Of f icial status changed 
dramatically« 
"The language is so much alive that many new words are made 
e¿g». "oposaka" (up down). :f or elevator, "isrif bwrde" (iron 
bird) for aéroplane, "faja brdokoe" for hot pants» As said before, 
it is used more and more on radio and television and in politics, 
but there is no language policy*» 
"The provisional spelling needs a revision, but the Minister of 
Education who very often uses Sranan himself does not install a 
spelling commission? 
"In my opinión it is' a gpeát pity that the possible function is 
not discussed 0 At this moment Suriname in linguistically very 
unsure of itself«,. 
"Are we keeping Biitcli as our official language? Dutch is no 
world language and in the Caribbean'we aré isolated» The 
prestige of Dutch as the old colonial language is declining* 
But the knj>wï%8g'é'.'"''ô'f''Ifcftch is failrly spread and all our text books 
are iñ Dutch, Changing to English or Spanish would be a terrific 
effort and- you ha#ev not only jt^ ?ehang-e .a, language system, but a whole 
.. pattern oJ culture,, - ; . ; 
"If we started using Sranan as thé medium of instruction in the 
first forms of the elemeritry school for those children who did not 
speak Dutch at home 9 the children would profit, they would 
certainly better understand what they are learning, and later on 
it would be easier to change from Dutch as the language of the-
Ihi.gh.er forms to another official language«. 7 -
"But the topib s'titl seems too hot to discuss in Suriname and 
the Status of.Sranan is not high enough (yet) and considered still 
t99 muclï as .a group language of the Oreóles®" 
ft!»»»*!?«*© * .thai political-se^soim. related- t>' 
soetariao. interests thfei ®i?e b&ereally ntm-Iinguistic (thii Indians 
do speak Sranan and are not advocating any other language^, even 
Dutch) the question of language policy is in abeyance in Suriname 
^nd no decisions: are being made^ English is easy for town Sranan 
speakers to learn and is on the way to becoming the only, foreign 
language taught (Spanish was recently removed from the school 
curriculum) but the difficult question of an official language to 
replace Dutcii is not being dealt with»,. 
The Only recommendation that can be made in this context is 
a political one - that the political parties pledge themselves 
once more to1 a bipartisan, non-sectarian approach to the question 
of language policy - perhaps appoint a prestigious national 
commission «> so that the problemscan be faced, and that in the 
meantime they should permit Sranan to be the language of 
instruction at least in the lower grades of primary schools 
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fliers esís^s in the Caribbean an educational infrastructure 9 
a pool of personreí; and a level of consciousness s%fficient for a 
w c c e s s t i i l . » t - . tte. appreciable reduction of the 
; language fearj?"ieirs Mt pr§sjant' h]indering cO~operation in devfelopmento 
:-Eke- ílfiVelfl^ieB't' language-te aching must he regarded, 
,.' howéver¿ kiot as a $rerequisit© ? hut as a concomitant of efforts in 
ail arid mu&t he informed by a philosophy which recognizes 
the. interfiletratio'n ol: all •;i||ieaB.','®i'i.iif«elop^htv:: t|)e. necessity 
for full mobilization and participation of populations and the 
constaa't-fe^imulation af:-Caribbean .;AÍtiíudé8i'- : T 
' 'íf the-1 r'ecomiá'e'ndáii^ns- -.f^l^oiff' -tBíígi'é that relate' to the 
stB^t terra aré^lhw^.pertaining to íasguáge teaching for the 
purpose of current technical assistance projects^ the upgrading : 
Ans^ttiiéions alíeady in existence, and-the 
rát"íd»al,izatio$ of ad hoc services already in use, s u c h a s 
' ?hQ's.ertbat-.freíate to-- the mediup term will be the ones 
pertaining t b r é á ^ 
^0clfoáls of interpreté^shi|>, curriculum development, research 
.mater i sc-1 &• ̂ sod'acti'ftn^'' ."•' .-"? '1".. ' '' •'.)':•,.],', ' • " ! V^-,. 
reewamendations concern national Language planning 
~aaid pol'ioy^- • •- •.-•.'. 
fhe recommendations appear below in groups related to 
chapters of this study* \ '. ' • 
Recommendations 
i a The languages to be emphasized in the si^b-region^ s 
.i efforts to reduce linguistic-barriers should be English 
for the Spanish speaking countries and Spanish for the 
English ^pëâîçing ones® For these two groups, French 
should be next in importance, because of its role in 
Haiti and thè French Caribbean Départements^ and its 
status a world language | Portugués« next because of 
the role oí toagiil in ih.e hemisphe-re^ > 
Thè spécial piroblëms of Suriname and the Netherlands 
Antilles with regard to Dutch are recognized iîî 
Chapters II and Vlïf English a&d Spanish respectively 
vili ceríuitíly ì>e the *majbr îoreigri languages of those 
two jsojintti-e-s, and-might- in time even become the firsts 
French will probably remain the second language of 
Haiti for some time to come, but bilingual education 
should be so designed as to provide openings to cultures 
other than francophone culture, and English and Spanish 
should be emphasized as foreign languages as early as 
possible,, . . - , 
The role. E'as.sia.a a-s-.a' f-Oifsi^n -language ia'^uba^is 
recogtìized in chapter ÎÏ* 
ii¿ This, study- should be extended to include Puerto Ricoa 
iiio Already êxlsiing programmes and institutions must be 
taken fully* into "account and integrated wherever 
possible into the scheme proposed in these recommendations«, 
'.-...' Thç fore'igii language institutes propose«} here "are to be 
-•• bá"¡£®íl on' B t f i g ^ o ^ ^AS V. sponsored language institutes? 
Thè "OAS Yene£"ü.elán IïïiiÎâ,tive,s mentioned in Chapter VI 
" xnlist."certainly be, incorporated into theregional pattern^ 
' 1& made -to utilize in °tKë^ obérai;!^ Í 
^¿ratio-ri of -the-'-scfeme • -feli-e- «ork - -of francophone • ani ' -, ' , 
...... .. United Status 4ea-ehiiìg institutions9 
iVà* The publ ic education sy si ems of the ' sub-region , as the 
infrastructure of any sy-sièp, instituted for. lowering 
linguistic barriers i'o co-operation, must be improved® In 
so far as foreign language instruct ion is "concerned, this must 
.. means. ¡ . • ' . . . , . 
• 1 1 , ' 
(a) An emphasis on the inculcation of enthusiasm, 
the" stimulation of motivation and removal of 
verbal inhibition às apposed to content and 
correctness^- • 
(h) An emphasi© t® s p » t a language and on 
Xangij.âge foi . oommuTiicationi 
• ' ' 1 -
'(c) As far âTs posëibie, adaptation of courses to 
the ^ottieni-M différent pr<^ramale of study,, 
• • even'at secondary school levelj 
(d), The improvement of adult education 
programmes within a scheme of lifelong 
education, incorporating different points 
of entry, facilities for group study at 
the work place, etc. £ 
(e) A shift in emphasis in favour of 
technical and vocational education and 
the integration as far as possible^ and 
particularly for adults ? of study with 
productive work| 
(f) Counselling services and aptitude tests 
in schools and other educational 
institutions, in a context of increased 
employment| 
(g) Increased outlets for graduates of 
language programmes, particularly in the 
fields of bilingual secretaryship, 
translation, interpreter ship, employment 
with regional organizations«, This in 
turn will improve student motivation at 
all levels? and 
(h) Continuous testing carried out in 
? "schools and closely adapted to course 
objectives, as opposed to fixed formal 
examinations^ The role of national and 
sub—regional" examination authorities 
such as the Caribbean Examinations Council 
should be to monitor the quality of tests 
and testers (i Be 3 teachers), to certify 
the tests as acceptable for the issue of 
the various certificates ? and to award the 
certificates^ • j 
The use of the electronic media in foreign language 
teaching mus"fe• • be--febe^ subject of careful study 
before effort is expended on programmes« 
One of the tasks of the Caribbean Language Institute 
(see recommendation x'i below) should be. to bring 
together the expertize from all relevant fields to 
advise on the use of the media in foreign language-
teaching, and to enlist the help and co-ordinate 
the. activity of such bodies as the Caribbean 
Broadcasting. Uni-on^ 
It seems that foreign language teaching through 
radio and television will in any case have to be 
either (a) complementary to teaching programmes, 
providing cultural information through documentary 
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programmes $ or '(b) integrated with a complex machinery of 
correspondence material, extension personnel^ and study 
groups organized in work-places or elsewhere» 
viiio Foreign language" institutes should be created in Jamaica 
and Trinidad arid"'Tolmgfo^ They should be based on the 
Jamaican "Language "Training Centre and the Trinidad and 
Tobago language"Xngtitute^ Their functions should he 
teaching^ re search "and development for all levels of the 
education "syst.em? fbr the public and private sector and 
for technical co-bperation purposes® This must include 
curriculum development and teacher training through 
seminars arid workshops as well as advice to education 
authoritiSsV Their operations should be combined as 
elosSTy as possible witjh existing government training 
programmes -and- the work; of' the University of the West 
. Indies*, ..-':..•. ' ' 
This proposal Is identical with proposals made by 
DrV Clemens "Hallmari? OAS Education Consultant? in his 
reports oh "the two" Countries,»' In those reports 28/ 
detailed proposals are made regarding the administrative 
structure of the Institutes^, The proposal now being 
made 9 however^ modifies Br o H<a 11 man's in the following 
... important respects & 
(a) The two centres should emphasize the teaching 
, Of English, for reasons given in Recommendations 
xiii and xiv belew| 
(b) Graduate schools of interpretership and 
translation should be incorporaied • into the 
. „ .. . Institute's-; • and - " . . . 
(c) The' Trinidkd 'arid Tobago Institute^, at least, 
" should have" its headquariers at the University 
of 'the "We 
st Indies Campus (Dra Hallman in fact 
recommended this ¿""but His recommendation vas 
• " not followed^ and certain of its programmes 
should be incorporated with those of the 
Universi:ty9 The reasons for this are as fo H o w s 
(a) The Institute is not yet functioning 
and <&o~ is capable of considerable 
„.adaptation | 
... (b) „ The. largest population of language 
.•„.. .students-ia the country is at the UWI-5 
(c) The proper place for a graduate school 
; " of inferpre'tership and t̂fans'lajfc'ion is 
at :th^ Haidersity (though this does not 
preclude non-graduate or even non-university 
training programmes in interpretership -
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e 0g s for tourist guides, etc 0) and an 
Institute of International Relations 
exi sts there f -
(d) If the programmes of language teaching 
of the University were taken over by 
the Institute (that is, if its functions 
in this respect were merged with thoge 
of the Department of Language and 
Linguistics) there would be far greater 
scopè fbr research in methodology because 
of the greater range of course objectives, 
"class size, student age and background, 
etCb This" would not preclude the operation 
of downtown and/or provincial teaching 
.centres, as -well; and 
(é) Motivation ôf University students and 
therefore l«vel of achievement on entry 
. cosld -ijaprofve* . 
T h e "¡Jamaican Language' Centre is already fully 
functioning as far'âs teaching is concerned, and 
thé administrative stfuctUrfe of language programmes 
"at" the ÎÎ6'nV"t3%mpûs of UWÏ is different {there is no 
Department of Language) so it might be more 
:" difficult to site "the Jamaica Language Institute 
.... .. th?ereo But if the effort were considered wqrthwhile 
by the Jamaica} Government and the UWI, there is no 
reason why it.should not b-e done« 
Tn any case, research and developmental activities 
of the Institutes would have to he closely co-ordina-
.. .ted. with the.-w&xJtlibf-Universities in the sub-region,, 
Language Institutes should be created in Cuba and 
the" Dominican Republic, with similar functions to 
those in"Jamaica and îrinidad and Tobago t similar 
relationships to existing local institutions, and 
. with the- emphasis, às far as regional objectives 
. are concerned, an Spanish teaching® 
x® The four Institutes should,iamong them, service the 
entire s-ub-region, and financing should be determined 
on this .assumption, 
xi® "ii" Caribbean Language" Institute should be created to 
"c~ô-ordînatë the work of the national institutes and 
all other bodies in curriculum development, research^ 
teacher training« testing, etc*, It should advise, 
arid maintain close relations with, other sub-regional 
bodies such as the Caribbean Examinations Councils 
•It should be the link between National Language 
Institutes and other national bodies on the one hand| 
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and external òr international organizations, such as the 
OASj on thè ôthèr® It should be closely related to other 
sub-regional agencies in related field's and to the CDCC 
Secretariats,/-!-, 
xii« An I n s t i t u t e o f Creole Studies s"hould be created in 
Haiti, probably basted on the present Centre de 
Lihgùis'tiquër^pliqiiée^ This Institute should be the 
centre for research and planning in the field pf Creole, 
language! studyV bilingual" éducation in ,CreoTophonè " 
societies ? and Afro-Caribbean culture «, Some details of 
_ „.its. possible ̂ unà.̂ 'ion'a-.'-fî -i'Sje.'i ou t. in Chapter Vii è --
xiii, Language-teaching programmes outside the school system. 
should be under the control of â mechanism that is (a) 
flexible an'd' capablè òf iVsporiding' to specific needs at 
short notice** (b/ "irë̂ î-p'hàl'î,iê''d ''t"ò reduce costs and 
increase c o p p e r a t î ô n as well ^â to "ensuTe" that language 
training iTs"carried out as far as possibly in the 
countries speaking the language to which the students 
are de.atined4, - - • 
xTxvo Languagtì-teàching needs arising out of technical 
co-opera*tion programmes should be provided as far as 
possible, on à regional basis $ and by the ; Language 
Institutes recommended in this studyj since they will be 
best equipped to respond flexibly to varied needs, and ' 
since language training should wherever possible be 
, carried out in countries where the languages concerned 
"are spoken-:, _ . ...'-'. • ,, 
siVa "The most" important target" group for programmes to reduce 
language "barriers' should be, ih all countries, teachers 
óf foreign TMnguage'j and every effort should be made by 
countries of thé sub-region, in collaboration with 
Regional and National Language Institutes, to improve and 
. .. . expand, teaehei? t w i n i n g « .. . 
Thè fôrmâti'ôh of interpreters and translators should 
receive high priority because it should be achievable 
reasonably" quickly" and without excessive costs especially 
in a context of co-operation, because it will reduce 
experisive dependence ori outside sources and because of 
ihe.tr ef f e.cTt of, such career outlets on student motivation .. 
in ...the. e.duca.ti.on „system 0 
Thè problem of translation'is part of the larger problem 
of access "to, find diffusion of, information® A study of 
the relatiotìs "between these problems at the regional 
level should be carried out as soon as possible® Such a 
study will probably be facilitated by the outcome of the 
UNESCQ/CDCC meeting of Librarians; and Documentalists to be 




The language céntres recommended in this study 
should work ¿losely.with a centre or centres for 
technical documentation and research, 
xViiiV Countries of the sub-region, in their efforts to 
sef'üp translation services,, should consider the 
utility of summaries and abstracts, as opposed to 
full translations9 of certain material for 
. . . certain -Specific uses, and attempt to provide such 
services-a-s---well« -
."xi±® ~Eách coün try of the sub-region should undertake a 
census" as the first step iii the creation of a pool 
oï" înfÎSïprVlnrr"s" and translators® Guidelines for 
th"is investigation, and the .examinations for 
c'è reificati oh of interpreters and translators, 
ahouldï-bè -develaped under the gu-idanc^e of the 
„ Regiuüal Institute of Foreign Language 
xif "ESch country of the sub-region should take steps 
to ú r d a t e and/òr adopt legislation governing the tegs! 
. . " requirements for translations and 1certification of 
translations in"its judicial and fiscal Systems 
|eVg, "Güstomé and Excise) and the consular functions 
rgTëvânt to these® Có-ordjination of legislation on 
thià subject"" should be inclluded in any exercise 
directed at "the co—ordiriation of legislation on a 
i subr-'regional basis, and consular conventions should 
take account ; of-the need for legislation of 
translations"»' 
3ESÎ. Language-teaching for purposes of technical 
co-operation should be regionalized on the following 
principles î 
(a) two centres for English, .Jamaica in the 
Northern Caribbean and Trinidad and Tobago 
in, the Eastern Caribbean i 
two ««litres for Spanish, Cuba and the 
Dominican "He-public» Thus it would be 
possible for trainees to receive thejLr 
instruction In the country to which they 
are destined òr one whose language is the 
same® Cuban technicians going to Guyana could 
be trained in Port of Spaing Jamaicans 
going to; Cuba, in Cuba; Guyanese going to 
¡Duba, in. Cuba or the Dominican Kepublic» 
Thè bodies responsible for such training 
would bë thé Language Institutes proposed in 
this study» They would also be responsible, 
of course, for programmes of foreign language-
teaching for residents of the countries in 
-7Î-
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which they wère sited, or even others with the same 
language - iVe® the Institute in Jamaica would teach 
Spanish to Jamaican or Bahamian Civil Servants, hotel 
personnel, etc®| the .-one in Trinidad, to Trinidadian, 
Guyanese, St. Lucian, etc„; 
(c) One centre for. French,, in Martinique | and 
(d) One centre in Haiti for Creole studies, including 
the teaching of creole for technical assistance 
purposes*, 
xxii® The development of the study Of French on a Caribbean 
basis should be centred in Martinique, probably at the 
"CUAG, and UNESCO should assist in developing the already 
existing résearch and tèachîng programmes carried out 
there, and" in Guadeloupe, particularly for the benefit of 
the Crejolophdne eastern Caribbean, by the French Government, 
the SerVi'ce de Cooperacioh Franco-Caraibe of the Guadeloupe 
Prefecture* and the CUÂGL 
xxiïi» Programmes for the study of indigenous languages, and 
language planning involving these languages, should be 
carried out jointly by the countries concerned (Guyana and 
Suriname)«, They sTioul'd receive technical and financial 
assistance... for -thèse programmes and the for the creation of 
... the. necessary institutions 0 
xxiVo The Government of Belize should consider a policy of 
bilingual education, that is, making Spanish the language 
of ips'trùction in Spariish speaking areas, and should even 
cori$ider the advisability of making Spanish an official 
language alongside English,, The CDCC and other sub-
.. regional bodies should provid.e, as much technical and 
financial aid as possible for these purposes» 
XXV» The Government of Suriname should take every possible step 
"to" achieve à bi-partisan, non-sectariàn approach to 
language, planning,, A first s/^ep in this direction might 
be the appointment of a prestigiotis national c o mm i s s i o n o 
xsv'i, Sranan should in the meantime be the language pf instruction 
in the lower grades of primary schools For these purposes 
Suriname should receive, as much technical and financial 
assistance as possible® 
xxvii. The Regional" Language Institute should assist and 
co-ordinate the work of the Taaleninstituut in Aruba, and 
any smaller body in Suriname, Belize or other countries of 
the sub-region, in dealing with problems of language planning 
generally and bilingual education specifically«, 
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Languages of the Sub-Region 
Country Officiai 1st Language of 


















English English Creole (100) ^ 
English English Creole (lOO) 
English English Creole (lOO) 
English English Creole (?) 
Spanish Spanish 
English French Creole (lOO) 
Spanish Spanish ! 
English. English Creole (lOO) 
English English- Creole (lOO) 
French Frenc h Creole (lOO) 
English English Creole(lOO) 
English English Creole (lOO) 
Dutch Papiamentu (100) 
Dutch English Creole (lOO) 
» >, 
APPENDIX I 
2nd Language Other 
($ Speakers) Languages 
Spanish (30) Maya, Carib 
Engli sh 
Críe ole (60 ) 
1 -nJ 01 
French 
Creole (?) 
Carib and other „/ 
indigenous i Hindi —' 
— 2 — Cont jd 
Country Official 1st Language of 










English English Creole (100) 
English French Creole (lOO) 
English English Creole (100) 
Butch Sranan 
English 
Creole ( 6 o ) 
Trinidad & Tobago English English Creole (lOO) 
Saramaccan & other 
creólesf Hindi, 
Javanese* Chinese. 
Hindi, Fr en eh Crcolt, 
Spanish. 
1/ There is dispute as to whether the English-lexicon vefhàctiTars of many of 
the countries (other than Jamaica and Guyana) should he cai led Creoles, and in fact they 
have heen described in the text of this report "English"» Nevertheless, there are-
educational problems associated with the bidi al ectal situation in all these cauirtri-éSTd 
2/ Dialects generally called "Hindi" in thè Caribbean are for the most part not 
Hindi but other Indian dialects, most of them related to Hindi but one or two not 
even Indo-European (e.g. Tamil),, 
APPENirrxir 
Foreign Language- Courses in the Countries of 
the Sub-Region 
eaimtry Primary Compulsory Higher Adult £ Primary Optional Higher 
secondary Special secondary 
E N R O L M E N T 
- omiMAi-XANffllAflRfl 
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» - ñ*/Sp 
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Eng/RUSS ENG/RIJSS ENG/RUSS ENG/RDSS 
IV/Ger Otheirs 
¿ E or Fr ENG/Fr ENS/F? . 
Sp 
















>2t ENG/RDSS ENG/RUSS 585937 781000 500" 
R?/Ger 
ENC/Rr ~ 320500 400 
(90$ ENG) 
4290 y 









































COMPULSORY OPTIOHAI E N R O L M E N T TOTAL 
Country Primary Secondary Higher Adult & Primary Secondary High®' 
Special 
OPTIONAL LANGUAGES 
Primary Secondary Higher Adult & Primary Secondary 
Heth«Antis PO/Cfer ENG ENS/Oer Sp/ñ? 
(Grades 
5*6) 






« R?/Sp « *» m Mot 
known 
Sta Iüjßia - cò ft/Sp Pr Rp/Sp - » 98/0 Not 
known 
St» Vincent Sp 
(2rs 1=5) 
fcà • Sp TP 
ÓCra 4-6) 
- «a Hot 
known 
- 12 Not 
known 
Surinams => ENS ENfy'Sp ENG^Sp •=> 
Pfflft/Pr 








Sp Sp/TP Sp/Er « ; E P Sp/Tr - 61600 100/ 
55 
455/446 - 90Ó0 
3/ Thßm figures rspapesgnt the number of eandîdates for the GGE "0" and "A*» level examinations in June 1975» 
The total number of students studying the languages weald be somewhat highera 
2[ Estimate^. 
3/ Compiled from 1971=1976 Education Statistics« 
kj Inaludes post-primary forms of primary sehoolso 
5/ 1971 Statistics«. 
Sources Eïs csteegsry•nCott.pzlsabyn''io relation 'jo fti^hsr rd̂ atiwrFrfefers'̂ to progrlfees predominantly oriented 
toward language study» The category "optional" in relation to higher education refers to language courses in programmes 
predominantly oriented toward language sfcudŷ  whether such courses are in fact optional or compulsory® 
-gppEwnx/iii 
Patterns of Bilateral Co-operation across Language 






COBA DOMa REPo. SURMfflE 
1975 Economic, Sffiientifi®, 
Teohnical Educational & 
Cultural Agreement« 80 
Guyanese yearly to Cuba for 
training in Banking, Aviation 
Medicine, Agriaultnre^ steo 
Cuban Technicians on attach-
ments in Gayanaa Cuban 
Physicians in Guyana® Mixed 
Ctammissior. to implement Agreements 
Etòhangs of language teachers«. 
s«. Same seson» 
dary level visits« 
University of Guyana 
and College of Etos» 
atioiio Exchange 
teachers of Dutch to 





ing in Guadeloupe» 
Student exchange (Mart-













in prospecto Teacher 
students to private 
secretarial schools 
in Grenadao 
5=5 graduates a yeai1 
to Simon Bolivar 
University» (Language^ 
literature & Culture)® 
Cont'd 
COUNTRÏ COBA - DOM» REP* SURINAME 
Haiti Migrant sugar workers 
to Dom® Rapo 
Jamaica Tech® Agreement UWI (Hona) Students 

































1975s Jamaioa_ns to 












(packing factory) in 
St« kteiaa Cultural 
visit Sa 
Agreement pendinga 
UWI Sta Augustin® 
visit pendinga 





tö CoAoSsTo 22 
Mexican teachers 
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Que ¡311ft ntt a ire , on Educ ation Systemg 
#^E9G0:..;Survey Of Ijprelgn^Language Teaching Policy 
Practice and Methodology in the 
' Caribbean 
. : i 
1 What foreign languages are taught in your public education 
system (government and private)? 
Primary = 
Secondary -
" Higher <=> , . 









4o What foreign languages ere taught in special or other institutions? 
a) Names of Institutions8 
br) Numbers enrolled^ 
e) Age groups of students s 
d) Levels of instructions 
..«)• Lengths of courses? 
Target groups®, 
(eago BtadeeiSj eivii servants) 
teaching, met&od'si tiraditienali- aud'-i^viffnaig a u d i o - U n g u a l * etc»-)-
h) % a l o a 4 i o o . ntetbodss 
(aptittidiidiagnostic* achievement tests, etc») 
i) Raie of success5 
5a What 4iplo?Bas or otJxer certification in foreign languages are 
given Resides the general certificates of the school system? 
»83=. 
What formal training is given to foreign language teachers 
(ineluding teachers of national language to foreigners)* 
Primary 




Ar© any language teaching materials produced in your country? 




Special Target Groups •= 
Do any institutions possess language laboratories? 
If so9 which? 
Are the Mass Media used in any way for foreign language instruction? 





and with regard to8 
a) target groups -
b) teacher training ~ 
c) teaching methods => 
d) skills aimed ats 
(speaking, reading9 etc 0) 
What is the official government policy on teaching the national 
language to foreigners? 
Institutionsft 
Target Groups8 
Level of instructions 
Skills aimed at* 
(speaking, reading; ete a) 
ior international conferences held in your country, where are 
interpreting services obtained? 
What arrangements are made for translation of foreign language 
documents for use by government agencies or business firms? 
What foreign language instruction is given to officers in the 
diplomatie, military or other overseas services of your country? 
What surveys, official or other, have been done on the teaching 
and/or use of foreign languages in your country? 
Has your government enunciated an official policy in support of 
increased contact with the other linguistic units of the Caribbean? 
Which units? 









18a Are there any courses in general ©r applied linguistics taught 
at University or any other level? 
l; 
19« Is there any continuing research in linguistics or language 
problems^ and if so what? 
20a What journals devoted to linguistics} language teaching or 
language problems are published or commonly used in your country? 
21« Are there any professional associations of language teachers 
or researchers? 
22a Are there any teacher or student exchange programme between your 
country and any countries speaking another language? 
If for what purposess 
Language Learning » 
Other -
24a With what Countries? 
25o For what kinds of jobs now available is a foreign language 
recognized as ein advantage? 
23o 
w 
- 8 6 « 
26* Do you envisage an inerease in jobs of this kind? 
2?p What is the general attitude of the population of your country toward 




(indicate which languages) 
280 Any other comments 
»87= 
APPENDIX VI 
Questionnaire on Interpretership and Translation Services 
"UNESCO/ECLA Survey of Langnape Facilities 
in- the Caribbean 
Questionnaire 
Haiae of Organisations 
1« Apfteoxim&iely how many pages per year of documents in foreign 
languages does your organization need to read for use in its 
work? 
J2*. Give &-breakdown of this amouni by languages* 
5ja Where are translation sexviees now obtained by your organization? 
(dive as jnueh detail as possible)? 
Approximately how many man-days per year of interpretership 






Give a breakdown by languages 
Where are interpretership services obtained now? 
Giv? a breakdown as between local and foreign sources« 
Give a breakdown of services needed by your organization on the 
basis of technical complexity of material to be interpreted or 
translated and for each language* 
Translation (pages per year) 
- Language - i Highly Technical' 
| Moderately 
J Tefthhical I . Simple 
Spanish 
French 
— Other, (specify.) 
. . 1 . . . 1 













List of Persons Interviewed 
BAHAMAS 
Miss Margorie Davis 
Acting Dire&tor of Education 
Ministry of Education 
flsrsa Gertrude Hamilton 
Resident Tutor 
Department of Extra-Mural Studies 
University of th.6 West Indies 
Nassau 
BARBADOS 
Mssa Kathleen Drayton 
School o'f Education 
University of the West Indies 
Cave 'Hill . 
BELIZE 
SStev Rudy Casiill© 
* Permanent Secretary 
Ministry of Education, Housing & Labour 
v , 
MRA Jfl Saaetes 
Principal Education Officer (Primary) 
Ministry of Education, Housing & Labour 
Mr6 Boy Leslie 
Principal Education Officer (Secondary) 
Ministry of Education, Housing & Labour 
Mr* Babert Lesli® 
Secretary to Cabinet and Permanent Secretary 
Independence Secretariat 
Mr« Eustace Usher 
Chief Information Officer 
CUBA 
Sfft, Delta Aldana 
Directora 
Escuela de Idiomas 'Abraham Linteoìn4 
La Habana 
¡5ra<s Vicentina Antuma 
Presidenta 
Comisión Cubana palta la UNESCO 
/ 
Li e a Msg&ly -Asean© 
Jefe f ' 
í>epto0 de D&Cumentacion 
Mia s .de Comercio Exterior 
Sita« Mírta Barquet 
Comité Estatal de Colaboración Economica 
Lies Leandro Caballero 
Vice-Decano de Investigaciones 
Facultad- de Filologia 
Universidad de la Havana 
Lie« Isabel Casado 
Jefe del Depto^ de Inglés 
Facultad de Filología 
Universidad de la Havana 
Sra« Ada Cruz 
Cornisi ¿n Nacional Cubana para la UNESCO 
Sraa Niurka Escalante 
directora 
Instituto Superior Pedagogico 
de Lenguas Modernas 'Maximo Gorki8 
Sr,, Enrique González M&net 
Comision Nacional Cubana para la UNESCO 
SrB Clsar -FeEneadez Müren© -
Director 
Oficina Regional de Cultura de la UNESCO para 
America Latina y el Caribe 





Sr® . Eugenio Ißtour 
Direct©? de Organismos Internacionales 
Gomiti Estatal de Colaboración Economica 
.Sra0 Magaly Porto 
Directora de Educación General 
Depi@a de Elaböraeion 
Mín0 de Educación 
OÍ?© Mansel sánñhez 
Sùìà-D'is e et or 
Escuela de Idiomias "Abraham Lincoln® 
DOMIMI CAM REPUBLIC 
Si?a -E©libi®- Batiat®-
Di5?jg©t©E' Ges©ral dò Educación Secundariâ 
. Secretaria d® Esdusacion^ 
-Bellas Asies y Cultos 
Sr&o. Kelly M-èggi.Mojis®-».. 
Directora 
Ô££-«ÎB© dl® Eelaeitaês laisjraaeionales 
Secretaría.-Äe Ettasaci6a.( Bellas - Artes y Cultos 
Sra«, Mírsya Carbon®! de Espinola 
Encangada de la Sección da Ingles 
'Depio del secundario 
Secretaria de Educación,Bellas Artes y Cultos 
Sr-o Luis H s Gài?©ìa 
Sraa Priseíla Garrido 
Directora 
Instituto de Estudios Superiores 
Santo Domíng® 
- 9 â -
Ms> D'onald W©ed 
•Dlreeto? 
Instttrata CUIÍTÍBEI COMIN±©©iíAnreri.CAAO 
Sanie-- D'oaapg® 
Dr 0 A r t U M Jiménez Sahais? 
Directas 
Itiatít-tó®'fe®ím@l®glffi® de Santo Domingo 
Sr® Santiago Lamela 
Interprete 
Lie« Margarita P&sz de .AhraB-
Dir&etoíB'a SeHfiFal d® Eáueaeícfc'féwaico Profesional 
Seeretaj?ía de Edneasion^Bellas Artes y Cultos 
Sra¿ Fffíeda Pishard© de Víllamíl 
Pro-fe de Inglés 
Universidad Caíoilsa Madre y Maestra 
Santiago, .de i-láé • ©álsiléftes" 




MonsieuS1 AxkásS. Eourm-®» 
Director 
Allianee 
Dr Q Pedro Urena 
DeptOa de Idiomas 
Universidad Autónoma de Santo Domingo 
Hr. tlaek Wesley 
Direetor 
The Engliah Centre 
Santo•Domingo 
Mr . .Jfaek Batho 
Centre Universitaire Ant i 11 e s -Guy an* e 
Fort de France 
Martinique 
=93== 
Mso Jesu Bsriaab®7 
Gsoup© el8Eiudea ©t do Reehershess de la Creolaphonie 
Centre Universitaire Antilles-Guyafl® 
Èm?t d© F2?ao@® 
Martialgue 
feo Jean Laisas 
Presideat 
Centre d'Etudes Regionales Antille's^Gnyaae 
Fort de France 
Martinique 
Mr0 Max Vincent 





Mr0 Fabian Redhead 
Acting Permanent Secretary 
Ministry. x>£ External Affairs 
Sta G<s©rg®ss" 
GUYANA. 
Miss Esther Bms'rowss 
Deputy C M e 2 Education Offieer (Development) 
Miaiatry ®f ®#uektios 
Mr0 Geo?g© Genre 
Department of Eaglish 
•University ©^ Guyana 
•toa Sybil C©rt 
Cuesieialisa Development Upit 
Ministry ©f Edueatiou 
Ms,, Gladstone C3?iehl©w 
Planmiag Offleej? 
Ministry ©f Edueatioss 
Mi?« Evern S^&yim 
Casitoîsesa Community Secretariat 
Mb o. . -Sats i ek• Hai?ri 0 
Eêonamist 
Festig® Aid Hait 
Miaistiry ®f Eeonoraie Development 
M? 0 Petex Ja&ksoa 
Lecturer in Fren®h 
Department of Modern Languages 
University af Guyana 
Mrs« Cisely John 
Department of Modern Languages 
University of Guyana 
Mr« E« Khan 
Principal Assistant Seeretary 
Foreign Aid Unit 
Ministry of Economie Development 
Miss Joycelynne Lonek 
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